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Normal
is a Cycle on the
washing machine

by Leah Maurer

ur goal is not to be normal or average. Our goals are designed to push the limits
of what we are capable of in the pool, the classroom and the community.
The desire to stand out is not normal. Normal is boring. We are not boring!
Normal people don’t break American Records, make the Olympic Team or chase
after NCAA team titles!
We are not normal – We are extraordinary. We are not a

compliment when she was here talking about my tenacity

group of individuals worries about ourselves – we are a

and character as an athlete, something which I hope

team. Because as a team we can set our own standard

still comes through in my coaching. Our team showed

for “Normal” and you all have set that standard high and

tremendous heart and pride representing all of Stanford

it’s rising. By resetting the norms, we make it normal to

Swimming in the most outstanding way possible through-

do the extraordinary and that makes it easier for all of us

out the year and particularly at NCAA’s. I would like to

to go beyond the average.

take some of the credit for this – but ultimately the credit
belongs to each of you and the character that is in your

THE FAMOUS NIKKI DRYDEN SPEECH:
The other day Nikki Dryden wrote to me to say congratulations and to give kudos to the team for showing
character and grit at NCAA’s. Nikki paid me a very nice

heart. You represented our staff, Stanford Swimming,
your families and yourselves in a way that you should all
be very proud of because it is not normal. It is extraordinary
and reflects on your desire to add to the tremendous
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legacy of Stanford Swimming. We all left the program better

next season and over the rest of our lives. Despite that fact,

than we found it this year and there is no higher compliment.

I would argue that we all need to have some setbacks in our

BUT – WHAT DOES A COACH DO ANYWAY

lives or there would be no reason to celebrate our success-

I believe – the reason I have a job – is that it is hard – if not

es – we would have nothing to compare them to without

impossible for an athlete to push to the level that you must

the setback. When we achieve “perfection” it is special

push yourself to be successful. It must be some biological

because it took some less than perfect moments along the

imperative that encourages us to shy away from both the

way to help us reach the extraordinary. The contrast is what

physical pain and the emotional obstacles that get thrown in

makes it so special.

our way in the sport of swimming, requiring outside assis-

I had plenty of misses as a swimmer – every swimmer has

tance to push the boundaries. First and foremost, I believe

misses – some big – some a few tenths – most never to be

that I need to be a custodian for the excellence that Stan-

understood. But, champions must find that misses make us

ford Swimming has represented over the years. To do that,

hungry – misses make us more determined. Remember the

I need to help each of you understand that the “normal” we

misses when you have a physical or mental challenge in

strive for is different than everyone else’s. At the same time,

a particular workout. Use it as fuel to stoke the fire in your

my job is to carry your dreams in my heart – my job is to

heart that today is the day that I take big steps towards

understand the trust that you have placed in me – and then

my goals.

my job is to push you to new levels of fitness and toughness.

Champions are problem solvers – they are not normal. They

We, as coaches, are going to push you beyond where you

look at the positive side of the situation and say what can I

are comfortable and ask you to do things that are not normal

use to get to my goals and reach “extraordinary.” You are

in the belief that they will take all of us to a place called

all looking to do things that are extraordinary so focus on

“extraordinary” and redefine “normal” in our vernacu-

the positives – what did I do well, where am I improving,

lar. Along the way we will all learn valuable things about

what are the little things that I can do that will add up to

ourselves not only as athletes but also as people. Character

big things. Believe in yourself and your ability to go beyond

counts because at the end of our athletic careers it is by our

normal.

character that we will be measured.

Champions dream of being superheroes for brief moments in
time – and they practice honing their gifts everyday! Each of

PERFECTION – WHAT FUN IS THAT?

you did things this year that were heroic in the minds of your

I am a perfectionist. As most of you know by now, I am

coaches and your teammates. Keep practicing your hero

always looking for what we can do next, do differently to

skills – definitely not normal!

improve our chances for success at the next meet, in the

Go Cardinal n
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by Paul Spiegelman – June 12, 2014

How to Change your Culture
Mid-Stream
by Paul Spiegelman

I met a CEO who was extremely proud of himself – he added bagels to his
company’s Friday morning routine. He thought the gesture of appreciation
would boost employee morale and shift the culture. But company culture isn’t
just what you do – it’s also who you are.And whether you intend to, you start
establishing your culture from day one. Unfortunately, many business owners
are so focused on developing their product or service that culture evolves
without intentional direction, eventually causing problems.

Low morale, unproductive employees, high turnover, and client attrition are
signs that you might need a culture shift.While changing direction mid-stream
presents challenges, a great culture is essential for competing with other companies that can duplicate your quality. Here are five crucial steps for overcoming obstacles and developing the company culture you really want:

1. Be honest and humble.

fun together, including potlucks, theme days, and volunteering.
You can bypass expensive trainers and offer services like on-demand
online learning programs to employees.

If you try to change your culture mid-stream, people won’t easily trust
that your desire to change is genuine.The better you communicate why
you’re making changes, the quicker you’ll build trust.

2. Train your leaders.

As they place heavy focus on culture, managers often make the mistake
of thinking they have to choose between working or spending time on
culture. But I’ll let you in on a secret: Spending time on culture is working.
In fact, it’s an essential part of a manager’s job.
Teach leaders to weave culture into their daily activities. It’s as simple as
walking the floor, getting to know employees personally, giving recognition for good work, and talking about core values in meetings.
To achieve this level of interaction, creating a manual that explains how
to lead according to values is helpful for teaching and accountability.

3. Don’t rush things.

Cultural changes take time. Small businesses take about a year to cross
over; for larger companies, it’s more like three to five years.

5. Measure and evaluate changes.

Track your culture developments so you know which strategies are
working best for your unique organization. Some useful measurements
to track are satisfaction and attrition rates for employees and customers,
revenue and profitability, and key indicators for productivity. Find correlations by tracking measurements on the same frequency (quarterly or
annually).
These steps will help make your transition successful, but you are the
driving force behind real, lasting change. Don’t rely on Friday morning
bagels to improve your company.Those are a great start, but you need
to demonstrate every value you want to see in your employees and
your business. A healthy culture shift starts with you and ends with
substantial growth.

Develop and implement programs over time that focus on living out the
values, rewards and recognition, and training and development.

Paul Spiegelman is the chief culture officer at Stericycle and founder

4. Use appropriate resources.

ants Community with Inc. editor-at-large Bo Burlingham. He is an

Some campaigns – like the ones that socialize core values (posters,
T-shirts, buttons) – cost money. Don’t be afraid to spend that money if
you have it. A healthy culture boosts morale, which increases productivity,
which increases profits. It’s a worthwhile investment in the long run.
But if you don’t have the resources, you can still make a big cultural
impact with minimal costs.There are plenty of inexpensive ways to have

and former CEO of BerylHealth. He also co-founded the Small GiEntrepreneur-in-Residence for Office Depot’s SmallBizClub.com. You
can read more at PaulSpiegelman.com . @paulspiegelman
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Reading this title
makes us feel a little
presumptuous…really,
can we be that smart
or insightful?
However, based upon
the observations from
the last couple of weeks
we are confident when
we say that inspiration
and disappointment
are both critical to
moving forward.

R

We just finished our summer season of racing. We

TheTwin
Pillars of
Success

had trained pretty well, for the most part. We rested,
shaved and suited up…and then went for all the
marbles. And our swimmers were either inspired by
their performances or they were disappointed. It
was, after all, a swim meet.
The inspiration part is rather straightforward. You
have an awesome swim and record a best time,
maybe even make a cut for the next level meet –
winters or summers or even a ticket to Omaha next
summer. Perhaps you get fired up by a swim one
of your teammates does or even better yet, a relay
performance…still better is a relay you are on. We

Coach Don Swartz

are sure you get the picture. One good swim triggers
another and so it goes.
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What about the other end of the scale? When things don’t go as
planned or even worse, as hoped for? Yes hope is a dangerous
platform. It almost always comes just before failure. If hope is
your next to last emotion or feeling or statement…as in “I hope
this works out for me”…you are pretty close to failure.
This next piece of wisdom comes directly from Ken.
“The degree of disappointment can only be in direct
proportion to the degree of your commitment.”
Yep; you cannot be greatly disappointed if you only prepared a
little bit. One of our swimmers tried to claim major disappointment. Ken pointed out that the swimmer had worked up to the
80% effort level many times this summer. Often the swimmer
was actually below 80%. When the best times didn’t materialize
it was hard for that swimmer to be disappointed very much.
In fact, if you say “well man that was a bummer” but within
minutes or maybe an hour the bad taste no longer lingers it is
simply because you didn’t invest much in yourself. Therefore
you had little reason to actually expect a return and so when
you don’t get one you cannot be all that disappointed.

The more you invest the greater your odds of getting a decent
return. The less invested you are, the less right you have to be
disappointed.
Major commitment and then failure to get what you want? That
is how life works more often than not. How you rebound from
that marks your odds of successfully continuing on down the
road. Swimming mirrors life…or maybe the other way around.
If you cannot handle failure swimming is not the sport for you.
When you fail you are not a failure. Failure is a feedback mechanism. Take an honest evaluation and then go back to the drawing board. Sit with your coach and teammates and see if you
can figure out where you can improve your approach…there
are so many factors…from technique to racing experience to
strategies to training to rest and sleep to nutrition to mindset…
the list is endless.
And so is the opportunity for success…endless indeed.
Have a nice break and then get back to it…with a plan you
can execute. n
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Closing the Loop:
Increasing Engagement Through Technology
by Dean Sharples, Matt Welsh
Kathleen Prindle: Thank you guys for being here. I wanted to say hello.
My name is Kathleen Prindle. I serve on the board of the American Swim
Coaches Association and I’m here today to introduce what I called the
AutoCoach guys. I’m really excited about the talk that they’re going to do.
Matt Welsh, who’s the guy in the gray shirt. He is a former swimmer. He was
an Olympian for Australia and his passion today is promoting swimming
and coaching and they have this wonderful new technology that they’re
going to share called AutoCoach. His partner is Dean Sharples, who is
also a swim coach and he is an engineer and he works on the technology
development of this stuff. We were just talking with them a second ago and
something they said got to me and they said, “We want to move us all past
the stopwatch,” which is pretty cool. This AutoCoach technology is really
aiming at having coaches be able to coach and not just be time-keepers and
taking splits and telling people and then, they’re on and off their interval.
So, I hope you enjoy the talk as much as I’m going to and please welcome
the AutoCoach guys.
Matt Welsh: Thank you.
[applause]
Matt Welsh: Thank you. Thank you very much. I [Indiscernible] [0:01:24]
really just to keep me on track and to make sure I don’t forget
anything. So, we’ll see how we go. But I’m thinking before coming along as
introduced [Indiscernible] [0:01:34]. And yes, we’re the AutoCoaches. AutoCoach has been around for about seven years and I guess the main reason for
AutoCoach to start was we felt that technology really had advanced in the
sport, and we’ll go into it in a little bit more detail, but we’ve felt that with
technology we could do more. We can make things easier, make things
more professional, and make things more efficient in the pool and just
doing more. And to be honest, swimming is not the best sport, so it’s fair for
me to say that I’m swimmer, but it’s not the most interesting sport, really.
I mean we got to be honest, you just go off in that black line.
And I sort of love that saying, but I didn’t have to follow a black line. I was
a backstroker, so I had to follow the roof, but still I followed black line for
the best years of my life. And, you know, there’s got to be more to it and,
and I think with technology we can get there. I will talk a little bit about
my background. I was very fortunate in my swimming career to have the
career that I did. I went to a couple of Olympics and got three medals and
won world championships, long course and short course, world records,
and a whole bunch of stuff. I represented my country for 11 years and got
many medals and awards. But, what I really gained from the sport was a
sense of myself and all the skills that you need to be an elite athlete. The the
goal setting, learning how to deal with others, learning how to deal with
disappointments, and actually having to deal with success and how you
respond to those things.
I think swimming has a lot to give. Talking to someone earlier talking about
how swimming is perceived in the community and how positive, having
swimming on your resume can be; there are a lot of universities. They love
seeing a swimmer because they know that they’re organized, they have
discipline that that they can work well as an individual, but they work well
as a team. So, I think swimming has a lot of positives, but obviously it has a
number of negatives, as well. But my swimming didn’t start until a lot later.
Most people start at a very early age and everyone has a different reason
for starting. A number of my colleagues on the Australian swimming team
started because of asthma, one of them started because they ran through
a plate glass window and its part of the rehabilitation. So, everyone has a
got an interesting story of how they started, but mine is nowhere near as
interesting, but I guess we’re different. Mine started purely because I didn’t
want to let my team down. I was in school one day and a new team which

was a couple of years before finishing high school. We had a house sports,
so our team sports within the school. And my class obviously was my house,
my group of people and we knew we had house sports coming up.
And the teacher said, “Okay, who wants to do freestyle, everyone’s hand
went up; who wants to do backstroke, yeah; who wants to do breaststroke,
yeah; who wants to do butterfly, nothing. And I thought, “Oh, come on,
like it’s not that hard.” So, I put my hand up and I thought, ‘I’ve never had a
swimming lesson in my life whether it would be learn to swim or a club or
anything like that.’ I’ve never swam a real practice when I was 15. I thought,
“It can’t be that hard, you do one arm at the same time as the other one
and kick real hard. It’s pretty simple, it can’t be that hard.” So, I jumped in.
I did a time that was good enough to get second to the school champion
and the coach came up to me after and said, “Hey, how long have you been
swimming?” I was like, “I don’t know about 30 seconds.” And he said, “You
know, that wasn’t too bad for someone who hasn’t swam before. That
wasn’t terrible.”
My very first time was 32.1 seconds, to be precise. And so, after having a
chat with him, he said, “Why don’t you join the swimming team?” I said,
“Okay, well, what does that mean?” He said, “Well, we train Monday and
Wednesday morning and we race Saturday morning.” I said, “Brilliant, I’ll see
you Saturday,” because I’m not training because that is really boring stuff,
I’ll say that. I’m not doing that because that’s just back and forth and back
and forth. You go there for two hours and your displacement is zero. You
start at one end and you end up there. I’m getting nowhere in life, so I don’t
want to do that. I didn’t do any training. I just turned up on Saturdays and
I did the same time over and over again. Isn’t that the saying? The definition of stupidity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results. So, I thought, “Okay, well, I might have to try something
different.” So, I actually turned up to training and I was surprised, but happily surprised.
And I, then, started to get a little bit better. By the end of year 2012, I broke
the school record and I got it down to 28.2. So, technically a few seconds
off which was great. And then, when I finished school and I was looking at
going into university, my coach from the school came up and said, “Hey,
look, you did a really good job.” I wasn’t the best swimmer. I wasn’t the captain. I wasn’t the vice-captain. I wasn’t anything. I was just one of the guys
who was in the relay and a few individual swims, but he said, “You showed
real talent, would you consider coming along?” I thought, “Wow, this guy
really believes in me and really feels that I can do something special.” I didn’t
know that he said that to everyone because he was just trying to boost his
numbers in the club, but I thought that he really was speaking to me. So, I
joined him and I turned up for that first five o’clock session. And I thought,
“I’m going to show these guys what I’m going to do. I’m going to, not show
off, but I’m going to really do the best I can.” He broke down the session and
I gave it absolutely everything and I thought, “Oh, that is everything I’ve got,
I have nothing left to give but I’m really proud of what I’ve done.”
He said, “Excellent. Warm up done. Let’s go to the main set.” And I thought,
“Wow!” Training at school was about 2k. Training with these guys was 10k. I
died halfway through the session. I just got out and I was just embarrassed.
I was getting drowned. It was a horrible, horrible experience. I was 18 at this
stage. My first club session and all the rest of the kids were like 15 and 16
and that was just killing me, absolutely. I was being beaten by 14-year-old
girls, it was humiliating. So, I didn’t turn up for the rest of the week and I
thought, ‘That’s it, my swimming career is done and dusted. I’m over.’ But
the coach kept coming back at me and said, “Let’s just try again, try again.”
So, I turned up later and a few weeks later, he said, “Before you get in, I
want you to try something different this time.” And so, “Okay, what’s that?”
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He said, “Well, you were jumping in without a national score. We know guys
who are trying to get a national time, that’s probably the wrong place for
you to be. I want you to join the junior squad.” So, as an 18-year-old training
with 12-year-olds, that was really cool. But my confidence levels were an
all-time high, but I could beat them, which was good. I’ve got my
confidence in that level and then, worked my way up and very quickly my
racing started to get better and better. The one thing I didn’t have was
experience, but I had a more mature mind that I could use to analyze things
a bit better. I was definitely a scientific person, so I got a lot of feedback
from my coach which was great and if I didn’t have my coach if any you guys
know Ian Pope, in Australia, was my coach from start to beginning.

The team atmosphere, it’s a great sport in which you can race individually
and you can race as part of a team and the entertainment value which is
definitely something that we want to improve on. I think swimming does
need to move on with that entertainment. But social side is yes, it is social
but it’s not as social as all the other sports where you can talk. It often takes
five minutes to tell a knock-knock joke. You can only get a little bit here and
there. Body images have begun, and I remember in my swimming career
there were many discussions and many organizational conversations about
how to keep- especially girls- in the sport because they get to a certain
age and then, body image becomes an issue. Boys going out, all that sort
of thing.

If I didn’t have him, there’s no way that I would have started or have
succeeded because he made everything fit me basically. He changed
everything, all the training sets. We developed a lot of training sets
ourselves to fit what I needed. But the racing got better, the training got
better and very soon I was going for a national time. And then, getting
to Nationals, getting up on the block and actually making the Australian
team- as I’ve said, representing for 11 years. And so, it was an incredible
experience traveling the world, racing, and learning an enormous amount,
but when that finished, you are sort of left with a bit of a hole in your life.
You’re not really sure what to do and I went from place to place and worked
in many different fields, but one day I came across Dean through Anne who
works with AutoCoach and I really clicked with what they were trying to do.
It really was trying to engage people in swimming because it was a sport
that I was passionate about. Actually, spending a lot of time and a bit of my
life doing it and a lot of important years of my life.

It’s very repetitive, back and forth and back and forth and back and forth.
A lot of people who don’t swim think, “Oh, what do you do? You just get in
and just go back and forth the entire time and they don’t understand warm
ups and intervals and drills and kick sets and all the different things that we
do. It can be very repetitive to some people, so they don’t want to start. And
communication is really hard. In most sports, the coach can just call out to
the athlete and say, “Hey, you’re doing this, fix it.” In swimming, you’ve got
to watch them, wait until they finished and then, tell them, “Oh, Chucky kick
more.” No, we don’t do that, do we? But you have to wait until you get an
opportunity to talk to them. And sometimes you forget and it’s not until a
day later, “Oh, yeah, I was watching your breaststroke the other day and I’ve
noticed that you’re doing this, but I haven’t told you for two days because
I’ve been busy and I keep forgetting.” So, communication is a bit of a thing.

It’s a sport that I’m proud of. It’s ageless, anyone can do it, but there’s a lot
of inhibitors of why people don’t. There are a lot of solutions for that, which
will make it better and more interesting for people. So, we started to look
at those different things. We will go through a few of the things that we
feel are the positives and negatives with the sport and with technology and
how to get the most out of it. The first one is swimming as a sport, as I’ve
said, it’s a great sport and there are some really great positives. The first is
the challenge. One of the real reasons I started to swim was the fact that
we’re not designed to do it. It’s something that not everyone can do and it
is sort of a badge of honor that you can swim and you can swim well. It’s not
something that we’re just thrown at. In fact, if you do take a baby and jump
into the pool really early, it naturally does the butterfly kick like a dolphin.
It’s a natural response within ourselves, but we are not designed to breathe,
we are not designed with our fingers to have paddles. We have a center of
gravity and a center of buoyancy, so we’re just not designed to swim. I think
the challenge over this is amazing. Just breathing is a challenge unto itself.
It was one of the things that drew me to swimming was that it’s not easy
and I like that challenge. It’s also not easy- just training, you have to train
at the pool. You can’t just go for a run wherever or ride wherever, you have
to do it at a particular venue. You have to do it at a particular time usually
with clubs and it’s early in the morning, late at night. A lot of people would
ask, ‘Why do you do that?’ There is a lane allocation; recovery is a really
important part, so it has to fit in with your life and you have to fit in with
other training sessions and gym sessions. So, it’s a little bit tricky with that
regard.
The training to racing ratio, this is the one that killed me. I likened it always
to like you’re training for a marathon, but you’re racing the 100-meter sprint.
You do so much work for such a short amount. And me being a sprinter, my
longest race was a 200 and that was a massive distance to me. But the 200
was- ‘I have to do a lot. The bulk of my work was work.’ But, I enjoyed, obviously, the sprinting a lot more; I had bit more success. I was good enough
for a bronze medal in the 200, but I’ve got all my golds in 50s and the 100s,
so the sprinting worked really well for me. There’s always that argument
between sprinters and distant swimmers of who’s better? Obviously, it’s
sprinters. Breaststroke is in other leagues, so I don’t worry about them, but
there’s a lot of challenges in that regard, as well. There’s also the social side
and the team side at any entertainment, as opposed to, it can’t be really
social, which is great. Going along, camaraderie and you get a lot of bonding
experience going through training sessions and travel together.

Now, these are pros. I spelled it differently. But, the challenge, as I’ve said,
the challenge of life underwater and just breathing is a challenge. But, I love
that. I love the life underwater, I love being underwater. If I could hold my
breath forever, I would, but I think it’s an amazing environment and you
do just escape into this environment as an escapism. It’s great to just be
able to disappear into the water world and do your stuff and get away from
everything. As a bonding experience with the team, a lot of the sessions,
even the harder sessions- I find the more bonding is with the people around
you because you’ve all gone through it. It’s you against the set, not you
against each other. So, it’s a great experience in that way.
It is great whole body work out, which I think is a really positive one. A lot
of sports are just one dominant, but we work all the muscle groups and
cardiovascular, as well, which is great. It’s very relaxing going for a swim.
Sometimes, you can just turn your mind off. Having said that though, probably the biggest turning point of my career is when I turn my mind on. I was
in the short course pool and as I was swimming, I was thinking, “I wonder
how many tiles were in this pool.” So, I started to count how many tiles in
the square meter and then, how many square meters in the pool. By the
end of the session I knew how many tiles were in the pool. I got out and I
thought, “That was completely useless. So, why on earth would I think about
that?” So, from that session forward I thought, “No, let’s put a reminder. Just
something slightly more beneficial of what am I doing in the water. What
hand position am I doing? What breathing position am I using? What’s my
body doing? Head and all that sort of thing.
That was when I really started to get a bit more benefit out of it. So,
sometimes you can get a positive out of negative. Goal setting, I think, is
fantastic and that goal of constantly striving for perfection. We are never
going to get there because there’s too many variables, but that constant striving is great and that was the one thing that really got me with
swimming. What got hooked was I wasn’t looking for a big final or a big
team event, where there’s one final and that’s it. That time that I did for that
butterfly was 32.1 and then, I got the school record at 28.2 and then, I got
down to 27 and then, 26 and I could keep dropping that down. I finally got
down to 22.8, so I took almost 10 seconds off from my first and my last swim.
But, that progression and constantly getting down is a really good, positive
outlook. And as I said it’s ageless, you can swim from basically the day you’re
born to the day you die. There’s no impact, so it’s a great sport in that regard;
low injury risk.
So, there’s a lot of positives and negatives. And then, technology with
athletes and in sport I think is important as well with how we’ve
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progressed and things have changed a massive amount. They have made huge
milestones in the sport, but some of them are the first place clock and pace
clock obviously is just common place now and a really important one. But,
first used by Forbes Carlile in 1946, a very important person in biomechanics
and training in Australia and actually a customer of AutoCoach and one of
our best advocates. Unfortunately, last year, he passed away, but an amazing
guy and he can really see the benefit in using technology to get more out
of sport and swimming in particular because there are so many challenges
and so many restrictions that we need to find a possibility, a way to get it to
past all that.
The first digital stopwatch introduced in 1972 and the stopwatch really
hasn’t progressed since then, has it? You start it, you stop it, and that’s it.
But we’ve got our phones now with watches attached to them. We have
got phones now that can do everything, why can’t we have a stopwatch
that will do the same sort of thing that does more than just start and stop?
Biomechanics were pretty common place. When I started, we had it Australia. We had a guy called Dr. Bruce Mason and he was the head of AIS biomechanics. Now, he had this amazing device and it’s a bit visual. It was this
amazing device called the Swim Machine swimmer analysis and he would
have a camera and he would point it at the pool and he had a little calibrated
device at the top of the tripod. Whatever angle the camera is pointed at that
was hooked up to a computer and then, he would calibrate that point to
point. You have a line on the camera, the five meter mark in lane one and
register that, then, the five meter in lane two and then, the five meter in lane
three, and he’d do that for every single point on the on the wall, five meter,
10 meter, 15, 20, 25, 30, the whole wide long every five meters.
And then, when he would have the swimmer keep their head on the line.
The computer would be able to kick their velocity, but it was more than that.
You needed to know when they hit the walls and the time, that sort of thing.
He had a button on this side for the times when that hit certain points in the
race. But then, you need to know the rating as well, so you had two devices
under each foot for each leg, so it’d be this one doing the camera, this one
doing the times, and this one doing the thing. He was the only person who
could operate it. So, there’s only one person who could do for a race. After a
year, you train a few other people and then, there are several people up in
the back of the pool going like this. It was ridiculous, I was waiting for the
big drum on the back. Anyway, they eventually got this and they would plug
that into a computer that would then print that off and, about an hour or so
after your event, you were given a sheet.
Well, I’ve sort of forgotten half the stuff by then and to be honest the
information that we were given, it didn’t have any relevance. I think that’s
a really an important part of the technology, you need to make sure that
it has a relevance. You have just given the time, but you weren’t told Tom
whether that was good or bad or how that compared to anything. So, you
still have a bit more work to do. They then got computers to do the one-man
event thing, and they could get all of the athletes in one go and then, I could
compare it against other people in the race against the old best, against the
season best, against the world best, and then, started to have a lot more
relevance, so that was a big turning point as well. Video analysis obviously,
slow motion video became much better and more coaches had better video
cameras rather than just the stand and pretty tight video, which is so hard
to rewind and everything. When they became digital, it’s much easier to be
able to do that and now, it’s all on tablets and the whole thing.
An online card, that we would send off to people to get analyzed and get
back. And then, what do you do with the results? We have got apps now.
Social media things to get people involved, web streaming, web results, so
what race results, which is really important- parents really love that as well.
So, it has progressed a bit but not massively. With training and racing, there’s
still more that can be done. So, looking at technology in swimming and in
sport and there’s certain challenges that exist with people adopting it and
using it. One of the challenges is early on, the technology was inaccurate,
especially with heart rate monitors or early Fitbits and that sort of thing is
people would doubt the actual data that was coming out of it. I remember early heart rate monitors are, put two heart rate monitors at the same
time and get different results from each one. You think, “Well, how is this is

accurate?” And so then, we start losing validity and that sort of thing. So, it’s
getting better but still not there.
The time taken for the information to get back to the athlete, that’s a really
important one. That instant feedback is really important and as I said often it
was hours, sometimes days after the race that you would get that feedback.
That is just too late, you need it then and there to really link the results with
the actual efforts. I think that’s a very important one. Does the information
lead back to positive behavioral change for athletes and coaches? This is a
really big one because why go through all of this? To actually make some
change, the technology is only a tool and the tool is only as good as the
person using it. So, I think there needs to be a lot of information, there needs
to be a lot of training and for people to see the benefit and get the most
out of us. I think that’s a very important one and it is a challenge, but we’re
definitely hitting there. Because a lot of people who think, “Oh, look, I can
do it the way I’m doing it. I don’t need all this sort of stuff.” And there is a
certain level of ‘it isn’t broken, so why fix it?’ but we’re also missing out a lot
of opportunities that we are not aware of. So, I think it’s important to look
at those as well.
It’s also a very harsh environment for technology, water and electricity.
That is a stopping factor as well, but the right technology when it’s packaged well and put in hard cases and water tight, shouldn’t be an issue.
But there are opportunities, the new systems are far more accurate and
consistent. So, with the best technology, we can get really good results and with
AutoCoach we have a device that will automatically get the timing for the
athletes. So, the coach doesn’t even need to press start and stop. This device
will do it and it just fits underneath the cap. I was swimming and I would
push off and then, touch the wall and it would tell the time that was coming
out. We can actually hook it up to the computer and to the display.
We were looking at the time and my coach was getting the manual time
on the watch so we can compare the accuracy and it kept going off and
we could never work out why. This one was 0.1 fast and this one is 0.1
slow and this one is 0.2 and there was just inconsistency. So, we thought,
something is just not right. We can’t work out what’s going on. We videoed
it and went down to frame by frame so we could get a real accurate time of
when I actually left and when I touched the wall. We found that the device
was accurate within two one hundredths of a second. What wasn’t accurate
was my coach. He was the weak point; the soft squishy organic bit was the
weak bit. He was pressing the button inconsistently. It was only half a tenth
here and half a tenth there, but they all add up and it makes a mistake. So,
they are very, very accurate now and actually more accurate than the old
style. So, coaches, that can be very good.
That real time feedback, getting that information immediately, the skill of
having a rating and knowing your rating is really important. We did a lot
of work on making sure that rating was certain things. My rating in my 200
backstroke in the height of it had to be 42, so I had to hit 42. If I hit 42, it
didn’t mean that I was swimming efficiently, but when I was swimming
efficiently at 42, that was the pace that I needed to go. But often I’ll do it
and it wasn’t until I finished the lap that he then got me on the watch and
the rating was 39. ‘Oh, okay, that was too slow.’ “Okay, how did that feel?”
So, now with technology we can get that rating as the athlete is doing it, and
we can get that instantly. When they hit the wall at the end, they get that
information. It really is important to get that information because the more
information we get, the quicker we need to get it.
The visual and audible results given for that physical exertion linking those
two is really important. So, now we can get screens and speakers and all
that sort of thing in wearables that give you that information. The ability to
link those two is really, really good and it’s great for young kids, as well. It’s
more fun having a bright LED telling you the time rather than your coach.
And when the coach tells you, do you know what was it? But when you see
it on the screen, ‘Yes, I see it.’ LED and non-LED, I can watch. It’s very accurate
and much more believable. Motivation, obviously, is setting those goals and
progression assessments. It is much easier getting all of that data and really
seeing doing two sets and that sort of thing, which is really, really important.
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And then, more opportunities obviously. Training, race simulation is really
a big one. Race simulation is often the coach going, ‘Take your marks,’ or
whistling or something and it’s good but it’s not exactly the same. There’s
a lot of studies showing how training with exactly the same experiencesound and everything, on the right blocks- as the actual race day, your
reactions are better, you are mentally better, and your results are better.
So, using those things to try and simulate a real race rather than just ‘close
enough’ makes a really big difference. Overcoming boredom, as I said.
Swimming up and down and up and down, it does get a little bit boring.
When I’m so bored, I zone out. But, when I get information all the time, you
then constantly adjust things and you can change the pitch of your hand.
You can change the pitch of your head and your body, so you can start
adjusting your stroke and immediately seeing those results. So, you
improve much faster because of it.
Making sure that every swimmer receives accurate times. I was just
talking before about the different mentality between swimmers and
coaches. As a coach on the pool deck, I’m like, “All right, guys. This is the set,
this is what we’re doing. Okay. On the block top, ready, okay, eight, nine,
go, come on, go, go, go. Go on.” You know, it’s all hurried, and ‘we need to
do this, so why aren’t you going?’ As a swimmer, it’s like, ‘I’ll go on the next
top, I don’t want to go now.’ It’s so different. I’m the same person day-to-day,
but it’s also when you’re coming into the water, you put all your effort in.
You touch the water and you look out, desperation for the time, “What did I
do coach, what did I do?” All of a sudden, I miss that. It’s like, ‘Well, if I didn’t
do it, you would have been pretty upset.’ Is it okay for me to feel the same?
But as a coach you’ve got 50 people coming in and you got to constantly
go back and forth. So, with technology we can make sure that every single
swimmer gets an accurate time and they are consistent. So, it does make a
big difference because it’s like talking about wearables and those sorts of
things. If you don’t have your Fitbit on when you go for a walk, it doesn’t
count, does it?
A person who thinks with that mentality, ‘If it’s not recorded, and it’s not a
finite thing at the end of the day and you can’t put a number on it, it doesn’t
exist.’ Young swimmer’s engagement with technology, I think that this
is a big one. I think that the three big challenges with being a swimming
coach is getting people to start getting people to stay there and then, getting people to do well in it. The first ones are young swimmers. If they turn
up and they have a really good experience, they’re more likely to stay. I’m
fortunate to have a relay team at the moment of kids, I’ve got four kids and
another one on the way. I needed reserve, just in case one gets sick. But so,
my wife is home looking after the four, but my son who is a 10-year-old,
he’s a keen swimmer and he likes to do swimming, but he hasn’t done a
lot of racing. He’s done a lot of training. I’ve coached him. He hasn’t done a
lot of racing, but he knows roughly what to expect, but not everyone does.
He did tryouts for the school team. Not that I’m showing off but he’s quite
good, he’s swimming for the two years above him. But the coach said, “Okay,
guys, what I want you to do is, we’re going to do a 50-meter freestyle time
trial. I’ve got a whistle, when I blow the whistle I want you to go. Ready, go.”
And the swimmers are like, “You said by the whistle? Do I go, do I --?” so
half the swimmers fell in, some of them just stayed. No one knew what to
do. So, with technology, we can have exactly the same experience, whether
it’s at the Olympics or whether it’s a school tryout it should be exactly the
same experience. It should be same sounds, it should be the same timing,
it should be the same everything. That consistent feeling, I think is going to
grab those people at the moment. We’ve already got them at the Olympics,
we don’t need to give them a good experience there. But, those first guys,
I think we really need to look after them a lot more. Better record keeping,
obviously getting all of those times on a normal stopwatch. On a normal
record keeping, you just get those times and they’re lost, they’re gone. You
are never going to write them down. But now, with a lot of devices you can
download that and analyze it later and you can track full times and full sets
and see how that goes a month down the track. That makes a big difference.
In any competition, we can do things like handicap racing which really
hasn’t been done before. We did a meet a little while ago where we had a
boy’s school, the senior team, and the junior team versus a girl’s school. So,

in that way, we could get the young guys off first, then the girls, then the
senior guys. Now, that was great because the young boys loved it because
they’re like, “Yes, we’re racing with the big guys and we’re having a great
time and it’s fantastic we get to leave first,” which is great. The older guys
loved it because they were like, “You know, this is fantastic, we get to chase
people down. It’s more of a challenge.” The girls like it because they’re like,
“Yeah, boys everywhere.” So, they’re far more engaging with everyone there
and it was something that couldn’t have been done really easily without
that technology. Making sure that we’re rewarding things in the sport in the
right away. A lot of meets have swimmer of the meet, but probably don’t
taking all of the right information for the matrix. Having things like the point
score versus the club size; yes, the biggest club is usually always going to
win but maybe we should have it divided by how many swimmers you’ve
got and then, that will give a chance for the smaller clubs and it really will
put in the quality over quantity. So, that sort of thing gets people engaged
and getting rewarded recognition for the job done, which I think is really
important.
Things like e-meets. Why can’t we have two meets in two different pools
or several different pools either in the same state or around the world or
running at the same time and comparing results? We have got the
technology to do it now and our system will do that. We can do much more
with that technology than we ever could before. Entertainment, as I said,
assuming the old swimming is probably a little bit boring. Now there’s a 100
freestyle, now there’s 4x1. What’s stronger than 8x50 or 16x25? Everyone
gets a swim and it’s a lot more fun, it’s a lot more involving, and the parents
like it more. I think there are things that we can do to use this technology
to get more out of it.
Matt Welsh: Looking at the different types of the technology, the stopwatch
is the main one and pretty much everyone uses the stopwatch and what
it’s able to do, but we can do more with that. Obviously, appropriate and
accurate instant feedback. The appropriate part is an important one and
Dean and I were just talking about this; that the time is one thing but
making sure it’s the appropriate level. One of the things that our device
does, our wearable device, is it will take a rotational turn time. So, from as
soon as you go into the wall and you hit, that’s the start of the turn. The
finish of the turn is when you push off. It starts a separate little stop watch
as soon as you tip your head and then, finishes it when it feels the velocity
move off the wall and the time stops.
Now, if you do a really lazy turn it gives you a time of say 1.2, 1.5, something
like that from head to feet off. So, if you’re doing a warm up or an easy swim
in between a hard effort, you’ll get over a second, it will be within a tenth,
it doesn’t really matter. But if you’re going for it, you want more accuracy.
So, as soon as it goes under a second it goes down to a hundred, so when
I do a race turn, I push off and it says 0.66. And that’s important, I need to
know that hundredth because there’s a big difference between 0.6 and 0.7
at that effort. So, having the appropriate information when someone comes
in for 200 telling them down to the hundredth, it’s probably it’s not that
important, especially if it’s accurate as my coach was. But having that appropriate accuracy is an important step. We can do things that are for instant
feedback. Obviously, very important for training sets, but the interval sets
as well. Making sure that the technology works for us and it’s very hard.
I was talking to a coach just earlier saying he spends most of his time doing
the math of working out who’s doing what and all that sort of thing. Making
interval sets easier, so you can actually coach.
As I’ve said before, the point of this is that you’re not a timekeeper. Using
technology, you want to be a coach. You actually want to tell that person
how to improve, not just go faster. You don’t have any of the experience,
but we’ve got to do that. We need to look at actually being a coach not a
timekeeper. So then, pace sets and test sets, just like the heads-up display
test set, we’ve got an interval pace test that’s on our stopwatch. You can set
the descending time in half second increments from half a second to five
seconds, and then, choose your start time. We normally go a minute and
drop a second, but for some of the junior people I’ll start at 120 and drop
two seconds so they are not swimming for as long. You can make your own
test sets and those sorts of things that were too hard to have been done
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before. They are definitely being done, but you need to have a big bit of
paper telling you the whole thing and to get someone specifically to do
the math and help you out. Get technology to do it for you, then you can
actually sit around do your job rather than just looking at a pace clock.

are hitting those three points of making people come to training, making
people continue to train, and making them get more out of it so that do
improve. Those are the real basics of what we’re trying to do and technology
really can help us do that. So, did I hit everything?

Speaking of pace clocks, digital clocks are much better than the analog.
There’s obviously a bit of an error if you’re not looking at it straight on and
the accuracy of a pace clock, but a digital pace clock is really, really good.
They are mobile, portable and you get an accurate feedback and, obviously
multiple uses rather than just a single use with other things. The speakers
are an important part of a tech setup these days. For race simulations, it’s
really important just for basic communication. I find when swimmers leave,
if we’re just using the standard pace clock, everyone is leaving at about an
eight, eight and a half. They all leave early. It’s really annoying. Then, they
come in and you go, “Oh, that was a really good time.” I would have allowed
that second and a half they left early and then, it becomes an average time,
but I’ll never want to tell you that.

Dean Sharples: Yeah, almost. When you look at technology, there’s a
number of important things you should look at in deciding whether you
use it or not. First of all, is the technology validated? Is there someone that’s
independently measured or tested whatever it is you’re measuring? That’s
important because otherwise you can be measuring something that’s just
meaningless; garbage in, garbage out. Second thing is how does it change
the human behavior, whether it’d be the behavior of the swimmer or the
coach? The whole idea behind the technology is to influence behavior.
Hopefully, that behavior is improve performance but it could be in terms
of the productivity of the coach, it could be just enjoying, enjoyment that it
needs to change the behavior.

So, you have this mental battle of what you’re going to tell. But, I think
I’ll just make something else up. But, when it’s an audible sound or visual
sound, they’re really accurate and all of them push off in perfect synchronization. It does make a really big difference to the actual flow of the
session and the accuracy of the times. Wearables, obviously, that individual
feedback and a lot more feedback rather than just times. We can start getting
individual velocities, individual stroke ratings, as a simple form of that turn
time and helping you count laps. I’m a good mate with Mike Horton down in
Australia and he’s used this device and loves it. We thought he’d be really
interested in getting the turn times and the splits and all those sorts of things.
He’s like, “You know what it has really helped me with? I forget to count, it’s
really good at just making sure that I don’t lost count. The other coach
would give me 1k set or whatever and I get halfway through and, “Where
was I?” Just doing that gives confidence to the swimmer and then, they can
keep going and concentrate on actually swimming rather than, “Okay, yeah,
that was this one, that was this one,” so it just gets the swimmer a bit more
empowered.
The progression recording and making sure that they’re actually
getting better and getting down to the tenth of the hundred and seeing
those progressions on regular basis rather than just doing a test set once
every month or two; this way, they can see it on a daily basis. Getting those
technique cues and technique reminders, streamline is a big one. I said
to one of the guys I coached with, I think we should call our squad ‘The
Streamlines’ because we seem to be cheering for the streamlines, “Streamline! Come on, come on! Go, streamline. Streamline, come on.” I’m not cheering for an individual swimmer, but it seems like I didn’t have the time. That
connection with those training devices and wearables is great. The first
time I wore a wearable device in the water was the first time I really felt
connected to the coach. I love the time without them because I could
get away from them, but I have to really think about my technique and
everything because I thought, ‘They’re definitely watching me because
they’re talking to me and I’m getting all this feedback,’ so it’s an amazing
experience to have that full connection when you’re used to not having it.
Displays, as I said, like a heads-up display and that sort of thing are
obviously, great for race mates, but group engagement and entertainment as well. We had a big competition a little while ago, but some people
didn’t go to the competition. I put on a movie and did a kick set and vertical
kicking and that sort of thing. That makes it much more enjoyable. It wasn’t
a massively important set, so, a nice recovery thing. You can put on something more fun, put on some music. It’s a much more inviting atmosphere
and people want to come back and then, you can hit them with the fly set
the next day. You could allow them a sense of security if you like. But I guess
the main reason you want to get this technology is you want to bring fun
into it so that you’re not spending your entire time taking times and doing
that sort of thing. You want to do what you enjoy doing. You want the kids
to get more out of it as well and get more performance.
These next slides are about the future. It really is this, this technology really
is a tool and it’s up to us to get the most out of it and make sure that we

So, the second thing is are you giving appropriate information at the
appropriate time. It’s very easy, because now we can measure a million
parameters to tell people a million things when it’s just going to be
confusing to the athletes. So, everything has a purpose. If you’re filling that
void with some information, hopefully, in real time it needs to be valid for
what they’re doing. We can measure 20 different aspects, but we would never
expect the equipment to be set up to tell someone 20 things when
you’re doing a 50-meter sprint, you don’t want to know that. You pick on
something, focus on an area and then, use that feedback. I think it’s very
important that technology can be great, but it can also really stop things up
and make people get confused, lose their focus. We’ve studied junior level,
we’ve studied elite level, we’ve worked with sport scientists, and all of them
have different opinions. If I put them all in the same room, they are going to
say they want different things.
We need to try and make as many of those people happy, but the number
one person we want to make happy is the athlete because if they’re not
happy all these other people are just people wearing lab coats working it
down but with no one to follow. Sports scientists are only as important as
the person that they’re studying. If they’re not studying anyone important,
they’re not studying anyone, and they’re not doing it.
Matt Welsh: The appropriateness of the results that you’re getting back is
important, but the importance of the purpose is important, as well. I think
a swimmer really wants to have ownership over what’s going on. What I do
a lot is is warm up, I get pretty basic and main sets are pretty tight intervals
and higher intensity, and cool down, which is just loosening, but in those
loose areas, I’ll let the swimmers have some input. I’ll just say, “200, what
do you want to do? You tell me.” They’ll go, “Oh, let’s do some backstroke.”
“Excellent, let’s do some backstroke.” “Oh, what drill do you want to do?
Okay, we’ll drill this.” Just having that input, they’ll feel more ownership over
rather than just being spoken at the entire time.
Getting that feedback for it, and then, they’re more likely to do it. In cool
downs, I tell them why it’s important to do cool down. ‘Okay, do a 100 now
before we do the next set. You have to get the blood flow through. You need
to give the muscles time for recovery. You need to get rid of the toxins and
that sort of things.’ Giving them information, getting them more engaged
in what’s going on makes a big difference. One of the things I did with my
coach, Ethan, was Monday morning we would sit down and we would talk
about the week that was coming up. We’ll just talk about what went well in
the previous week, what didn’t go well, what’s coming up, what I need to
prepare for, what I wanted to do, and that sort of thing. And him just doing
that and that gloss over at breakfast on a Monday morning after training, I
was so much more aware of what was going on and engaged in what he
was getting me to do. Then, when I turned up it wasn’t me against him, it
was ‘he’s helping me and I want to do that because he’s helping me.’ So, that
relationship is important.
Dean Sharples: Ian is an older coach, who is Matt’s coach and so, I sat with
him and Matt and listen to the way that they’ve worked. One reason why
Matt Welsh is successful in swimming is- that it wasn’t technology- but it
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was feedback loop between the coach and the swimmer.
Matt Welsh: Hence, closing the loop.
Dean Sharples: Yeah, yeah, yeah. So, you might just need technology to
close the loop. Listen by both body language of your swimmers as well as
the comments. Give them a chance and on the pool deck or afterward. You
might not be able to have coffee with everyone.
Matt Welsh: [Laughs] You’ll be up all night after those talks.
Dean Sharples: You can still get the hint because if you ignore what they’re
doing, you’re just not going to be able to adapt in their work outs.
Matt Welsh: Yeah, absolutely. Do you have any questions before we finish
up? Yes.
Female Participant 1: In terms of wearables, do you have any favorites or
ones you suggest?
Matt Welsh: Well, we’re happy with the one that we make because we made
it and we’ve done a lot of development with it. And as Dean were saying, it’s important to have that development phase to make sure that it’s
tested and rather than just, “Oh, it’s, you know, it’s close enough,” which is
what a lot of people do nowadays. But our wearable will do a lot and we’re
really big on feedback, so when we get feedback on what people want,
we put that in and make sure that it goes. But when we look at wearables,
we want something that doesn’t interfere with the active swimming. A lot
of the wearables out there, you’re going to put things on your hand and I
can’t even swim with a paper cup. And, I don’t want anything on my hand
when I’m swimming. I cannot wear a watch and I definitely tell all my
0swimmers‘do not wear a watch because it just affects the flow of the water’and
everything just too much.
So, it’s not disciplined enough I think to wear a watch. We’re trying to
show them how to get into a good streamline. Well, I have this thing that’s
stopping them. So, we want something that’s not going to interfere with
the standards of swimming. Some of the stuff is on the outside of the cap
and flaps around, in the back of the goggle strap and that sort of thing.
Some are inside the cap, tucked in, next to the scalp, front or something,
and it doesn’t interfere whatsoever. I can do a full race dive, it makes no
difference whatsoever after having it on for about five seconds; you totally
forget it’s there.
Dean Sharples: Just to give you a bit of recap about the wearables, probably
the most famous wearables were watches like a Fitbit. Fitbit is interesting.
It was a wearable that’s developed without any sports science involved. It
was developed with a marketing purpose. The un-scientific theory was that
if you saw how many steps you walk in a day and you had a target that that
would be motivation enough in order to keep walking the 10,000 steps or
whatever. Later on, there was a university studies that compared different
brand fitness tracker because some of them were up by 50% in terms of
the number of steps. The feedback loop of waiting until the end of the day
to say that you’ve done the 10,000 steps is rather tenured. It’s a long-term
feedback look and while you’re doing steps number 6668 with motivation there, it’s more will power than anything else. We wanted something,
especially in swimming, that motivated you while you are doing at the
150-meter mark on your 200, so it needed to be more imminent and
immediate.
The first generation of wearables were Data Loggers, the early swim watches and all of that, and that gives you historical data point which is still good
for seasonal training and for goal setting. The next level is being able to
collect that data, but add it with some real time analysis and working at
what parameter you want to hear. So, if you want to tell someone’s lap time

or distance per stroke, whatever, that’s what they hear while they’re doing
it after each lap. I think that we’ll keep evolving. We change our software
every month or so. We listen to ideas and there are things that work and
things that don’t. We have all been guinea pigs with our own wearable, but
as mentioned before we had to validate it all against video stuff because
we didn’t realize that we were getting more accurate than a stopwatch and
we thought, ‘Well, that tracker is enough really because what are we trying
to do, we need to thousands per second or hundredths of second good
enough because it’s used for training. Again, it’s what’s fit the purpose. How
will it change my athletes’ behavior? If it doesn’t make any difference in their
behavior, it’s just the beginning.
Matt Welsh: We can get us to talk to each other, so the devices can
actually talk. Two people can leave and they touch the wall and they can race
them. But it actually takes from their leave time and their finish time, so one
person might leave a second earlier, but it starts when they actually leave.
And then, when they’re finished, it compares the two and you got winner
and loser. We can do fun things like that which is an important step because the fun factor is why we keep doing it. The more fun factor we can
put in, the more people are going to stay in the sport and get more out of
it. I trained a lot with some really good sprinters, like Brett Hawke, who was
head of the Auburn sprint program. Bret and I are really, really good mates
and we would do a lot of sprint sets together. When the coach would say,
‘Okay, we’re doing 10 x 25s,’ we would do them as 10 x 25 pace. It would
be 90%-95% and it would look really impressive and it would be great. But
every now and then, we would do chases. Chase is basically one person
dodges and one person pushes and the person pushing has to try and catch
up. That is 100% and that is racing like you just cannot fake. We would just
go after each other like you wouldn’t believe and that’s that full-on stuff that
you just don’t usually get. Getting those race things, getting those things
that you don’t otherwise get, is going to have huge benefit for results. It’s
way more fun.
Dean Sharples: It’s starting as a challenge, so if you got any form of
challenge that can be measured and repeatable, this is great for that.
The more that we’re getting tracks with the wearer, the stronger that
motivation is going to be because you can always try to out-do yourself, if
not anyone else.
Matt Welsh: Yeah, internal and external motivation, both of which are
great- but you would need one over the other.
Dean Sharples: Just one last comment, using any tick is more work for the
coach. So, a lot of coaches have put off that part and we’ve been working
with a lot of sporting organizations to try and improve the education in using the tick because a lot of coaches at the time can’t learn in front of the
squad. The squad is waiting there. You flip through an instruction book or
try to figure out how to turn this dang thing on or how to do that. It’s not
going to work. So, that should be a part of the overall coaching education
assessment. Eventually, I would love to see accreditation in using technology, recognition of it, proper training and sharing the information to create
feedback because it’s an important aspect. It can improve your productivity.
I don’t know how to use all the functions on my phone, but I can use some
functions that are good to save me that tick. No one is going to use all the
functions, but if there’s a couple of functions someone can find and they
improve their productivity, that’s great. It doesn’t matter you don’t know
how to use everything.
Matt Welsh: Thank you so much for coming. If you got any questions, go to
the AutoCoach booth in the center. We’ll be there for a sit down tomorrow,
so come by and please say hi and have a chat, but thank you so much for
coming along. n
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Recruiting
by Greg Earhart • WC 2018
Greg Earhart: Thank you Ira for the introduction. Just to start off, to give me
a sense of where to go direction wise, how many people had an opportunity to see me speak yesterday? Okay. That means I am going to come up
with a whole lot of new stuff today.
I do want to thank you for showing up though, considering who is speaking just 300 yards across away from us. You know who is over in the next
building? Barack Obama. I was sitting there thinking to myself, this is going
to be #emptyroom. But I appreciate it, what I wanted to do yesterday was I
spoke a lot and tried to give you an overview of how there really is a college
swimming opportunity for anybody that’s out there who wants to swim.
Again, as I started out yesterday, 1:08.15 short course yard, 100 Breaststroke
and I found a place where I was able to swim successfully. What I found is
that I had lots of people coming up to me yesterday saying, “Hey, can you
show me some of the stuff that you showed in terms of the college search
tools that you had?” I didn’t want to abuse the invitation that I had to come
and speak here to have an advertorial in front of you. But, because I had
enough say to me, “Hey, I’d like to see more about that,” what I’d like to do is
keep this a little bit more open today.
And one, give you an idea of how kids can really begin the search for
schools, and then opens it up and just lets you ask me the things that you
would like to know about the college swimming process or the college recruiting process. Then, I also want to follow up and ask you some questions
in that I have an opportunity with College Swimming Coaches Association
to have an audience interaction on a daily basis.
And, what are the things that you would like to see from the college swimming and diving community that we can do to help support your program
as we move forward? If you feel like I am going off in any direction that you
guys do not want to be, feel free to ask me questions or nod off to sleep. I
am pretty good at taking a hint. But again, considering that we have President Number 44 next door, I am appreciative of you guys being here today.
What I want do is I wanted to show you is what we have at SwimCloud, in
terms search tools that are available for kids. Any high school student can
sign up on SwimCloud for a free account. We do give them some options
and they can do a heck of a lot of stuff for free. We do offer a $20 one-time
charge upgrade that, if they buy their freshman year, it is going to last them
three or four years throughout the recruiting process. But, it does nothing
to limit any of their search abilities.
Basically, what it does is let them see what college coaches have checked
out their profile. If they’ve learned one thing about adolescence and adolescent parents, is that they like their egos stroked, and that’s a good way to
get $20 from them. I can’t do this for free. But, you can absolutely create a
profile in here. And most of you, if you have kids that are looking at schools,
they are probably already signed up in one way, shape, or form.
To give you a sense, there are going to be 8,300 freshmen beginning their
college swimming careers this fall. Some have already begun; UCLA started
practices yesterday. This year, i.e the class of 2018- the ones are going to be
freshmen, we had 8,400 kids signed up. We actually have more kids that are
signing up to use the free tools, then we’ll actually enroll as a freshman in
college. Some of them may be taking time off.
If you were here yesterday, you heard me spout lots of stats about what your
traditional college undergraduate is like. One of them that I didn’t mention
is that, now fully 30% of undergraduates are taking at least one year off

before they enroll full time as an undergraduate.
It might be a gap year. It might be a year where they’re figuring things out.
It might be a year where they need to work save up for college. I don’t know
the background behind the numbers, but what we are looking at, them is
we are looking at the numbers we are sitting on. Well, we know that every
college kid hasn’t signed up for us. We know that more kids have signed
up than are actually going to swim in college. There must be some overlap
or maybe some of these kids are going to wait a year to enroll in college.
Certainly, you- as a coach- know your student athlete better in a lot of ways
than the parents will because you see them in a different environment.
You certainly know them better than a college coach does. So, you can play
a pretty pivotal role, and if you know somebody is sitting there saying – and
if you look at someone, you need to say, “Kid, you are not ready for college
yet. You need a year.” As long as you are doing that for the right reasons and
those reasons are going to be different for somebody. Maybe if somebody
is you know, boy is six foot 13, weights 150 pounds, you know, like, you
know, very good right now. But in a year, you are going to be really good.
And you might be able to get some money here. You might be able to get
in those schools that you want to. That’s one route.
You also might find yourself saying, “You know what, academically you are
not there yet. But the school you want to go to is saying, ‘Hey, take a year.
Go to a prep-school, get some polish, get some finish.’” Feel free to advice
them to do that. But I do want to take a few minutes here to walk through
some of the search tools that we do have available.
What I have done is I have logged in as Ivan Manolov. Ivan is one of my
former swimmers. He is my business partner. He lives over in Bulgaria.
He comes over here twice a year, come to ask him to come to the college
coaches’ convention. Then he goes backwards, it’s a heck of a lot cheaper to
live in Bulgaria. But, what we’ve done is we’ve created a profile. You can see
he has got all his past meets in there and he can edit this profile. You can see
that he has contact information; coaches need to know, first and foremost,
how to get a hold of your prospective swimmers.
I don’t feel like I am an old coach, but I remember the days back when, us
college coaches actually had to call coaches to get contact information. The
nice thing about that was you communicated with the coach and you found
out, maybe sometimes the kid that you thought you wanted to recruit, his
coach is saying, “Coach, you don’t want this person. You don’t want to touch
him with a 10-foot pole.” Sometimes the best recruit is the recruit that you
don’t get on your team.
But then, this coach threw it back in my face said, “Yeah. Now there’s an app
for that,” and yeah, I guess I am guilty of that. But, what we do have here is
an opportunity for them to put in some basic contact information. We also
want to empower the recruits in some ways and say, “How often do you
want to be contact by recruits. Do you want to be daily, weekly, monthly?
What’s the best way to get a hold to you? Is it via phone, is it via email, is it
via text?” I might as well take the email part off because no kid checks their
email anymore.
But, what we what to do is we want to be able to give them a sense of how
they want to be reached. Social media, you can’t live without that stuff.
Family income: this number right here is actually derived from the US
Census Bureau and the reason why we can pre-populate that from their ZIP
code, and why somebody else can edit it, is because with that number and
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with an idea where they’re at, we can actually tap into the Department of
Education’s database to give that person a very accurate picture of what it’s
really going to cost them to go to school.
When you heard me talk yesterday, you hopefully learned and I hopefully
communicated that there just are not a whole heck of a lot of scholarships
out there. There’s a lot of opportunities to swim. There’s a ton of opportunities to swim. I hope I was able to communicate that. But if people are doing
it just for the scholarship aspect, they are going to be vastly disappointed.
They are either going to be disappointed in the number of scholarship opportunities there are, or they are likely to be disappointed in terms of where
they wind up going to school.
Michael and I got talking about this. I spent 17 years coaching at the Division III level, eight years coaching at the Division I level. One of the things
that I learned out of that process, and I went back and forth so I was able
to do little lab testing with my own career; but, the team culture at a nonscholarship program is generally so much healthier than what you find at a
scholarship program. That scholarship can frequently become an albatross
around somebody’s neck. I will give you an example.
When I am coaching in Division III, let’s face it, swimming is hard. It doesn’t
matter what division you are in, Division I, Division II, or Division III. If you
are in Coach Troy’s talk, I love this quote from Coach Shoulberg, “I don’t
know what it takes to swim fast, but I do know that it’s really freaking hard.”
And I was like, “Yeah, that’s right!”
But Division I swimming is hard, Division II swimming is hard, Division III
swimming is hard. Division III swimming, if you don’t want to be there
anymore, you just quit. It doesn’t hurt me as a coach. It doesn’t affect my
graduation rate, which might affect my ability to keep my job. If you are a
poison on my team and you want to quit, that’s great. That makes it a lot
more fun for me to walk on deck.
I might take in the shorts a little bit if I have a 400-free relay that’s not as
good as I wanted to be. But, I am much happier coach from working with
people that I like and I think most coaches that I run across are that way,
too. If I have a team that I like and I am happier, then I am a better coach
for them.
I contrast that with the Division I environment. I have seen this in teams
where I have walked in and I have inherited a team. It takes a while to build
culture, but it even happens when you have recruited this person in. You
bring somebody in and maybe they don’t get much money at all, maybe
$1,500. Which, for some people- for most people in our audience that we
are working with, $1,500 in the grand scheme of a $200,000 college education is not a whole heck of a lot.
The kid hates being there. They stopped really caring long ago. They haven’t
seen the improvements that they have wanted. But, boy, I can’t stop swimming because of that $1,500. Now I am sitting here as a coach and I am like,
“I sure would like to have that $1,500 back so I can give it to somebody that
actually wants to be here.” But, they keep trudging to practice because they
want to hold onto that money.
So, they get a bad experience; you get worst team chemistry. As a coach I
am not able to say, “Hey, move on.” I have certainly had conversations with
kids on my team and I said, “Listen, you love drinking beer, you like swimming; they aren’t really compatible. Choose what you love to do over what
you like to do and walk away. Then, we can still be friends.”
Every time I have had a conversation like that, usually they’ll be a little more
subtle than that because I do not want to get in trouble with my AD. But,
almost every single time, that person comes back and they are still a supporter of our team. I have a good relationship with them, and I think that’s a

win-win situation for everybody. I went on a little bit of a tangent and a little
bit of an editorial and I apologize for that.
What coaches want to know is they want to get a sense of what families
are like and what their income is like. Every college coach understands, it’s
not going to be cheap, wherever you go. At least, this helps them ballpark
what it is.
So, swimmers can continue to add to their profile. They can add their teams.
If somebody adds their team they can say, “I am part of Academy Bullets.”
And I can have that as my team and what we ask then is, “Okay, which coach
is yours?” “Well, it’s Bill Schalz.”
Now, if I am a college coach and I want to contact their coach, I had the
record of who that coach is. If Bill Schalz hasn’t signed up, and maybe some
of you receive this, in this case we’ve already had Bill in our database. You
could see his email there. You could see his phone number. That means
that we have sent him an invitation saying, “Hey, sign on to SwimCloud so
you can help support your college kid or help somebody that’s looking at
colleges.” You probably get an invite if somebody on your team signs up and
suddenly adds you as a coach.
If we have meet results, the team is already added there. We ask them for
their academic information. It goes without saying that if you don’t have
the academics, you are not going to have the options to go to. Again, anybody can swim in college if they want to. I have learned that anybody can
get into college if they find the right place.
Basic stuff: NCAA clearinghouse number, honors awards; you should see
some of the crazy stuff the parents write in there. Things like, “Johnny was
11- 12 IMX champion in the Central Zone District on Thursdays,” or something like that. And he’s like, “Thanks, mom.” Add some videos, add some
photos. Then, their commitment part because, again, we like to stroke
people’s egos because that gets more people to sign up. When somebody
commits to a school, that’s something that we send out on our social media
channels.
Then when they log in, they can begin to follow teams. They can begin
to follow swimmers. In this case, we have set them up so easily, looking at
UC San Diego and Stanford and he gets the latest news. And you can see
that Josh Hay, when he went through the process and he committed, he
wants to brag on UCSD. We gave him an opportunity to do that. Obviously
coaches like it because this is free advertising for them; this is a great way for
them to promote their program.
You will notice that we are not asking them for times. We are asking them
first for academic and contact information. The times we are going to get
because people are submitting results to us. If not, they are able to add that
in terms of upcoming meets. If I say, I want to go to my results and I want
to add times, I can either pull them down from the official meet results or
somebody can add a meet. Let’s say I am representing the Academy Bullets,
and the meet that I am going to attend is coming up around November
30th.
We go back to Illinois. We can look at what the upcoming meet schedules
are. These are all the meets that are coming up in the state of Illinois and I
can say, ‘I am coming to this meet.’ Now what happens is, if a college coach is
recruiting Ivan, he gets notification that says, “Ivan is going to be attending
the NASA Blast Off on November 30th.”
If I am a college coach, it makes it a lot easier for me to sound really sincere and make sure I send them a good luck note before this meet comes
up. It also allows me to evaluate because if I am saying, “Oh, do I go to Far
Westerns or do I go to Futures?” I look and I say, “At Far Westerns, I got 14
kids that I am recruiting; at Futures, I only have three.” Well, that allows me
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to make a better decision about who I want to go watch and who I want to
go evaluate.
This is the basic process for them and they can update their times after the
meet has been done. Here is where the cool stuff comes in. Find the college. Now, what Ivan can do is choose from one of many schools. Yesterday
I said there are 682 schools. Because Ivan is a guy, there are only 581 schools
listed because that’s how many men’s programs are out there right now.
From here, he can begin to search by name. Like, ‘I just want to see how I am
going to fit at the University of Michigan.’ So, I type in here any school that
has the word Michigan in it.
Maybe I have decided that I want to be in Colorado, California, or Alabama.
That would be a place to look. Although I think I need to take the name
Michigan out. You are not going to find too many Michigan schools in those
states. But, I can narrow it down by state. I can narrow it down by distance.
If I want to be 200 miles from home, here I can see Fresno Pacific has expressed interest in me. That means they have either downloaded by profile
into their recruiting software or it means they have looked at my profile, or
it means they have favored with me, or it means that they have asked for
a copy of my transcript. Any one of those reasons would indicate that the
school is interested in you. That’s what people pay $19 for- it is that see that
little green box right there.
All the search tools are available to them and those are free of charge. If I
want to look at only public or private, I can do that. Let’s say I only want to
look at public schools. Do I want to be on a small campus? Do I want to be
in a city? Do I want to be in a rural area?
Cost. Do I want to have total cost, or do I want to have the net price? Think
back now to what we have asked about income. This information on net
price actually comes from the Department of Education. What they do is
they look at each one of these schools that are required to have a calculator.
They are required to break out by income level, roughly, what it costs on
average to go that school. It allows us to dial in pretty precisely on what a
school is actually going to cost. If you send kids off to school, there’s a big
difference between sticker price and what you actually pay.
Academics, you can say, ‘I want to be at some place that’s highly selective.’
That narrows it down pretty closely and maybe that’s not enough choices
for me. I can say ‘very selective’ or if you are looking at my personal high
school or academic background, I need to get some place that I can into
school at.
Swimming: if I wanted to be a top at 10 program, if I want to be at top 50
program, or if I wanted to be Division III. I want to be at a top 50 program at
any of these schools. This is actually an interesting mix of schools so I come
back here and say, “Let’s make sure it takes two-year school out of there.
Let’s go to four years.”
Here we go. Two schools are pretty easy to get into for me, one of which I
am going to be able to compete, and one of which I am not. I can come back
down here and say from a swimming standpoint, where do I want to be on
the team? My best event is the 200 breaststroke. I want to be the fastest
guy in the team. Do you want to be a member of the conference team,
which we consider being second to fourth on their depth chart, or do I just
not want to be the slowest dude on team, okay?
That’s how kids look for schools, ‘where I am going to fit?’ These change how
schools are ranked, ‘what’s the most important to me?’ If, say, I want to be
the fastest dude on the team and I want that to be there, I am probably a
high school male. I can make this really, really important.

Here we go. High school male, academics are important. Cost, they don’t
know, mom and dad are paying for it. Of course, they want to go as far from
home as possible. These all just changed the rankings of these schools
when you are searching. The easiest way for me to sum this up is, this is
match.com for high school swimmers and coaches. It’s the easiest way for
me to look at it, but now I can start to say, “Okay, Colorado Mesa.”
Division II, in top 50; we’re 16th from the country. My best event, I would be
third on their depth chart. This is probably what is going to cost my family.
This is how far away it is from my house. This is a score that collegeswimming.com has calculated for me, okay?
If I come back here to score preferences and I say, “You know what, the athletic part isn’t as important, but the academics is. I talked to mom and dad
and they said, I need to talk about cost.” They want me to be a little bit closer
to home. Then I say that these changes, the schools are in this order.
And as I said yesterday, “You can’t pick a school by an algorithm.” I gave you
example of a gal that we tried to recruit. She wanted pre-med. She wanted
indoor and outdoor 50-meter pools. She wanted a history of breaststroker
and breaststroke coaches. She walked on campus and it was the right fit.
We are not trying to predict, we are not trying to channel schools in there.
What we’re trying to do is let kids know where there are opportunities, and
we’re trying to get them to get a realistic expectation where they can fit in
on those teams.
From my other standpoint, as a college coach, we want to be able to help
the college coaches find the right kids for their program. Because if we can
help these kids find the right school, we can help coach find the right kid,
and then we don’t have transfers. Then we have people to have positive
experiences in their swimming career. Then we have people that are getting a great educational experience. We have people are filling out student
athlete evaluations that are very positive. When we have that, we have sustainable programs that don’t take cuts.
When we have programs that have low graduation rates, high turnover
rates among coaches and student athletes, then we get behavioral problems. Then we get lower donations back to the program, then we watch
programs get cut. That is at heart of what we’re trying to do here; helping
kids find the right school.
Then from here I can say, “How am I going to fit here at Colorado Mesa University?” Third in the 200 breaststroke on their team, I am going to get admitted to the school. This is probably what is going to cost my family. It’s
a little bit further away. They are third in their conference. They are 10th in
Division II. This is my power ranking, this is my recruit score. I am a little bit
better than what the typical recruit is for them there.
Here’s the number of athletes that are looking at them and the numbers.
Here’s the number of my teammates that are also looking at Colorado Mesa.
Here’s the depth chart of the team, I can see that I am third. This “A” here
means it is altitude adjusted because Colorado Mesa is about 6,400 feet of
elevation. This is why I’d fit in the conference. I would be 13th best in the
200 breaststroke. The thing is, you can’t tell high school male that because
they always think, ‘No matter what, the team is going to be better when I
get there.’
Here is where my test scores fall compared to the rest of the people that are
looking at Colorado Mesa. I am probably going to get them there. Total cost,
based on my income level, because I am in a nice suburb. I am probably going to have to pay almost full boat to go there, and we must overuse our API
because from right here you should be able to see a map from how long it
takes to get from Richmond, Virginia to Alamosa, Colorado.
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If I come here and I look at a school that’s little bit different, I can see that I
am not going to fit in, as well. UC San Diego, actually any of the UC schools;
very good situation. But if I look at my test scores here, ‘Oh, there might be
only a little chance here for me to get into here. But it’s at least worth taken
a look. It’s at least worth reaching out to the coach to see if this is something that is realistic for me. Maybe that coach has the opportunity to help
me get into school,’ right?

results, a kid can’t delete them from their profile. They can’t hide.

This is what I come back to from yesterday. You guys can be a very good
advocate on behalf of kids on your team. If I really want to go UC San Diego,
Coach Marsh might have an opportunity for me. But if he is looking at me
on the depth chart and I am only fourth right now, that swimmer is going to
need some help. You can help that swimmer by reaching out to the coach
and saying, “Hey, here’s why you want to take a chance on Ivan. You don’t
want to touch his brother. His brother is ridiculous. Stay away from him.
He’s a little faster, but this guy is a good guy.” Help him find the right school.

Flip side is, if I am the coach and I have to start with 5,000 names to get 50
kids to apply so that I can fill my class, I am expected to bring 10 bodies in
every fall. I might not have the bandwidth to do that because I am also having the coach and fundraise, and maybe manage the pool, and maybe hire
an assistant because they change every year.

I went longer than I wanted to and I didn’t want to turn it to advertorial. But,
I also want to turn things over to you. What are things that you would like to
know about the college recruiting process and about college swimming in
general? Then, I also want to make this kind of a two-way dialogue. What are
things that we can do in the college swimming community that can come
back and help support you in your programs?
So, I am asking you questions at the same time, you were asking me. I want
to turn it over and open it up that way. Yeah?
Male Speaker 2: I was just wondering what your opinion is if you see that
this athlete has changed teams a couple of times? Is that something that
you are going to ask a coach about, is that going to raise any flags?

We encourage them to say who their primary team is, who their primary
coach is. So, a smart coach is going to say, “This kid got seven teams on his
profile.” A smart coach is going to look at the angle, “Well, this is worth some
more investigating.” They are going to pick up the phone and they are going to call you or they are going to email you.

This is where I would love to hear ideas. What can we do to increase communication from college coaches on your level because I think that benefits
the college coach, also, this is a great way to promote your sport. This is a
great way to promote your team. I want people to be fans of Arizona State,
even if they never send a kid to Arizona State or have anybody that’s fast
enough.
It can be hosting club night for home meets. It can be doing clinics or it
could be an LSC having a ‘College Coach of the Year,’ to go along with their
‘Age Group’ and their ‘Senior Coach of the Year.’
Any ideas that we can do to promote that communication? I think back to
USA Swimming’s phrase, ‘it is America’s swim team.’ We are all in this sport of
swimming together. The more that we can do to support grassroots swimming, the more it comes back and benefits us as well.
Male Speaker 2: Within this, you have a place for coaches to create profiles?

Greg Earhart: It can. This is something that we hammer on with coaches
when I work with college coaches. One of the dirty secrets of college recruiting is the vast majority of college coaches cannot be as selective as
the outside world thinks they can. That doesn’t hold true for about 11 to 12
schools in the country that pretty much have their pick of who they want
on their team. Those programs will do their research, especially if they’re
well-resourced.
If you really want to take it to extreme, you’d look at somebody like what
Nick Saban’s staff at Alabama does. If you are a football recruit who is being considered by Alabama, there’s going to be somebody that talks to every single teacher that you have a class with. They are going to talk to your
high school guidance counselor, they’re going to your football coach, and
they are going to talk to an opposing coach. It’s like going through a background check to get a job with the CIA. In swimming, we don’t have that
benefit. We certainly don’t have the staff to go at depth in there.
The other secret that I tell the college coaches, this is a dirty secret for you.
You can be more selective than you think you can. You can’t always be selective in terms of getting a 1:55-2:00 breaststroker walk into your program
every year. But you can be more selective, if you do your homework. He’ll
call you up and you say, “Hey, tell me about Ivan.” Back in the olden days,
that’s what we do, is we called up coaches.
Sometimes the best recruit you can get is the recruit that you don’t get.
Very seldom do I come across somebody who regrets not taking a job. Very
seldom do I ever come across a coach that regrets not pursuing a certain
swimmer a little bit harder. It’s kind of like beer. I have never heard anybody
say, “Man, I wish I would have had one more beer last night. That would have
made the night.”
If a coach is smart, they are going to see that trend. They are going to see
someone who has got seven teams on their profile. And, oh, by the way,
if those teams on somebody’s profile are getting times coming from meet

Greg Earhart: We don’t. The reason why we don’t is because of privacy issues. When a college coach signs up to us, they get vetted right down to
whether or not they are employed because there’s no way I am ever going
to expose high schooler’s personal information to somebody that’s not already verified as employee by universities. We are trying to figure out how
to how to do it correctly, but we’re not there yet.
Male Speaker 2: The reason I brought it up is because it would be nice if I
could do an endorsement from my own profile as an athlete is attached to
me as their coach and I can say, “Yes, I could go in and write up with letter of
recommendation or I could give my information right around the website
and profiling them.”
Greg Earhart: Yup.
Male Speaker 2: Then, that way, the college coach maybe doesn’t call this
line, but I could actually put a word in.
Greg Earhart: We have thought about ways to do that in a way that’s scalable. I just talked with Adam yesterday from Irvine. He was like, “I got 200 seniors a year. How do I possibly begin?” And so, then we’ve thought, “Okay,
well, there’s a way to do that on LinkedIn. There’s an endorsement. What do
you say? Can you endorse a kid for great dolphin kick or great attitude?”
Then we were like, “Well, you don’t ever see anyone on LinkedIn going, ‘Well,
this person really sucks with this.’”
How do we create a method, a mechanism, that allows you to speak openly
and honestly? Because, man, if you do say that this guy is a dill weed and
mom ever sees that you wrote this about her kid -- good luck keeping that
kid in your program. If anybody else in the last talk, good luck if it is like,
“Well, now you are going to get a defamation suit.” So, how do we do that?
We haven’t quite figured that out. Yup?
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Male Speaker 3: At this point, college coaches have access to this.
Greg Earhart: Yup.
Male Speaker 3: And the swimmers can sign up for it?
Greg Earhart: Yup.
Male Speaker 3: But, high school coaches and club coaches can have no
input. We can’t even go look at it.
Greg Earhart: You can go and look at it; you can’t see their personal information.
Male Speaker 3: What do you mean by personal information?
Greg Earhart: Home address.
Male Speaker 3: Okay.
Greg Earhart: What schools a kid is looking at or interested in. Academic
information is a huge one. Kids can upload transcripts there. But any college coach can’t download somebody’s transcript. That actually has to be
requested by the coach through the app and then the kid has to approve it
because the kid might say, “I don’t want to go to that school.”
Male Speaker 3: So, this basically has no use for me as a coach at all.
Greg Earhart: Unless you are introducing your kids and then you are looking at them over their shoulder saying, “Hey, here’s how you use this. Here’s
how you explore. Here are some schools. Oh, these are four schools that
you are looking at. Well, this coach is a jerk one and let me tell you why. I
don’t know about this coach.” It’s helping them navigate the process.
Male Speaker 3: How do I get in the system so I can look at all those schools,
not the kid?
Greg Earhart: You don’t have the search tools to look at them, but you can
look at if you want to know. I am going to stop and pretend to be him. Now,
if I am Ivan and you can go at the University of Iowa and look at their profile
and you can see large public university. You can see all the data. You just
don’t get a search the same way the kid does.
Part of that is by design because I have to have kids that are providing information and looking at schools in order to get college coaches to be able
to use as tool. It is a ‘chicken and egg’ issue for us. But, you can begin to
look and say, “Okay, here’s our undergraduate enrollment. Ninety percent
of them are full-time, 92% were 24.” You can see all the same data, you just
don’t see where your test scores fall.

This is a case recruiting. You can see who has committed there. This particular coach has not provided any recruiting information specific to their
school. But, what they’ve done is they’ve given us what their recruiting
standards are. This is basically a starting point where you would say, “This is
where we start looking at kids. Incoming freshman, these are our walk-on
standards. That’s what it takes to come on and be a part of our team.” This
stuff is all available.
Male Speaker 3: All kind of stuff.
Greg Earhart: Yup. Because what happens is any Power Five school, the
times that it takes to be competitive on those programs are so insanely fast
now. Recruiting is moving to the point where we are going to be making
scholarship offers to eighth graders soon. How many eighth graders are
going to look at times though? There’s no way I can do that.
So now, they are disincentivized to keep on swimming. Now they are like,
“Well, maybe I have more opportunities to play lacrosse,” or we lose them to
other sports. That’s why there’s two sets of times up there. And talking with
coaches, they are like, “Hey, we can either let people know what it takes to
make our team and we need to let kids know where we start looking at
kids.” Yup?
Male Speaker 4: Then, it kind of beating off what both coaches were talking
about is creating something like this for high school coaches. Something
where coaches can give and send private messages to individual, college
coaches, like an email or something.
And the benefit would be if there was a page where you had to input all this
specific information about swimmers, college coaches would know they’re
an actual club coach. Or two, if they are a high school coach, again, putting
in specific information so you know that they’re high school coaches.
Greg Earhart: You, as a coach, can actually create an account on SwimCloud
and I am going to use ‘Woodberry Forest,’ as an example. Here we have
Woodberry Forest. Here we have their coaches. Greg has an account on
here. We don’t publicly expose this, so anybody can look at this.
But, you as a coach can create an account and then what you can do from
there is you can access the college coach’s email address. Some of it comes
down to just development time. Do we create our own email system when
email already exists? Do we create a message board when there’s already
something coaches exchange group on Facebook?
Some of it comes down to reinventing the wheel. We do have the ability for
you to go in here and send an email to that college coach in there. That is
all free of change to coaches. If you saw any of the race analysis stuff, that’s
how we make our money from coaches.
Female Speaker 2: Has PrepSwimming got a hold into this?

But, you can find out what the average cost is. You can look at all their results. You can look at all their top times. You can see what they are rank in
the country. If you want to compare Iowa to say Minnesota, okay, you can
compare them year over year. Minnesota has been a little bit better year to
year. There are some dual meet rankings. If we’re looking out from a championship standpoint, they should have Minnesota in here again.
Male Speaker 3: So, that is something as a coach I could do.
Greg Earhart: Anybody can do this. You don’t need to have a coach log in
to do this. If you want to look at their team records, if you want to look at
their coaches, if you want to see what their facilities are coming up or what
facilities they’ve got, you can.

Greg Earhart: Yeah. If you are familiar PrepSwimming in Michigan, this is
PrepSwimming. If you are used to CollegeSwimming, this is CollegeSwimming now. The reason being is we found last year as we were getting more
and more high school associations to come on and start using us to process
times and we’re pulling in more results, we had more crazy parents that
wanted to make sure that their 12-year-old got ranked. We went, “Well, this
isn’t easy to sell.”
iCloud seems to be pretty popular theme in the business standings, so
we came up with SwimCloud and that’s where we are now. So, yes, PrepSwimming is now this. But, we did spend a lot of time making sure that if
we’re using PrepSwimming, you still going to be able to use this seamlessly.
I’ll come back. Yup?
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wFemale Speaker 2: The results that are posted in here, where are those
coming from? I am international, so is that just through Meet Mobile?
Greg Earhart: You are asking how we get results? We don’t interface with
Meet Mobile, but we are built into Hy-Tek Meet Manager 7.0 or above. You
will see, if you go into Meet Manager, there’s an option that says export to
SwimCloud. What it does is it sends us the meet result file, or you can email
it to us, or you can upload it directly. We try to make it as easy as possible.
What happens is our system will take those meet results in. We’ll look at the
old code and we’ll say, “Okay, first, this is high school meet.” Then, we’ll look
and say, “Okay, where did it take place? What place and what state?” We’ll
say Michigan. Then, we’ll match all the teams based on their team codes in
there. If it’s club meet, thankfully, they have canonical code list. If it’s international, we’ve created software to take it in from Linux files or from LAN or
from Omega Timing System.
Where are those result files come from? Every now and then, I look at the
email box that our meet results go through and I am like, “Where do people
find this stuff?” Because it is, it’s literally from 86 countries that are coming
in. That’s something where we are providing a value back to the college
coaches because a college coach won’t recruit an international kid unless
there are verified results because the kids will lie about times. Here, you
can’t get away. You can’t get away with doing that.
Female Speaker 2: So, when I go to a meet at the International School of
Beijing.
Greg Earhart: Yup.
Female Speaker 1: They will host and they’ll post the results? Or am I going
to be able to do it from my Meet Manager afterward?
Greg Earhart: If you get the backup from Meet Manager, you can send it. It
can come from anybody. We’ll vet it and I think you are in Korea right now?
Female Speaker 2: Correct.
Greg Earhart: So, Tim Lamp, do you know him?
Female Speaker 2: Yes.
Greg Earhart: Tim sends us results pretty consistently.
Greg Earhart: We have a ton of results from New Zealand and ton from Bulgaria since that’s where my buddy is from. We are not very good at marketing. We are not very good at getting the word out. But, we’re getting more
and more results and last year was a tipping point.
Male Speaker 5: So, you have every college’s entry point in times?
Greg Earhart: No, not in every college. I don’t know if you know this, but
there are some lazy coaches out there. I would say probably 30%. We get a
lot of them and then we had a collaborative effort with a coach in Pennsylvania and he had a Google spreadsheet and he goes, “Hey, if you can use
this, upload it into your system.” So, we did that, too.
That is another feature that we are part of, which we haven’t deployed yet,
but we wanted to have a kid be able to search by recruiting standards. Like,
I want to know if I am going to meet the schools’ recruiting standards. We
have it on the other side, where a coach can search to say, “I want 50 freestyler between 23.5 and 24.6 and I want them from these five states.”
Then, what happens if somebody goes the best time that meets those criteria? When that college coach logs in, they can say, “Oh, Josh has got this

best time. We haven’t been looking at him before, but now he meets the
criteria that we’re searching for.” But, so many of them have different things.
You are going to have different admission standards in-state versus out of
state. How many different ways can we make recruiting standards? We’re
going to be able to have something that’s useable, too.
Male Speaker 6: What’s the average age of the kids that are signing on to
this? Is it something that we should be telling freshman, ‘Hey, what you
are thinking? There are so many colleges, you should get on here.” Or is this
something that they’re doing junior and senior year?
Greg Earhart: I think the average age is about 43, because it’s usually their
parents that get to it. There’s a lot of errors in USS numbers, so we get some
duplicate swimmers here and there.
We have developed some sophisticated software to merge them. But the
one thing that blocks it is if there’s two separate ones that have accounts
that are set up. What we often see is a kid signs up as a freshman, mom
signs up as a sophomore, and now we got two profiles for Johnny. The kid is
oftentimes way ahead of the parent.
But, I generally say that by your sophomore year, at least be on here. At
least register and get your contact information. You may not know what
you looking for. You certainly don’t know what your times are going to be
a year down the road. But, what I have seen and what we all know, is that
over the course of the last five years, the recruiting cycle has moved earlier,
which means everything has moved earlier.
If you use to sign your senior year, now you are committing your junior year.
Well, what that also means is that if you started looking for kids as juniors,
now you are starting to build your mailing list as sophomores. Now, if we
go down the road of volleyball and lacrosse, you are going to be looking at
eighth graders, which is ridiculous. But, that’s an editorial for another day.
I typically say, “At least be on it. At least sign up so you can get some contact
information in your sophomore year.” We don’t want kids to do it too early
because then they forget about it. You sign up and you are really interested
about. Maybe some college coach does a visit for somebody in your club
and you are like, “Oh, I am going to go sign up and get my profile up there.”
Then what happens is, a year and a half later when they take the SAT or the
ACT for the first time, they forget to put their test scores in there. If they
don’t do that, it’s great that the coach has there contact info, but the search
tools for the coaches are, “I need somebody that’s got an ACT of at least
31.” If somebody doesn’t have any test scores in there, they’re going to get
missed.
The key is to get them engage to the point where they can be visible and
then keep them engaged so that they keep things updated. That is something that we want to do in terms of an educational process so that we
can contact parents and kids their freshman year and say, “These are three
things that you need to do.”
Now, in your sophomore year, here are the four things that you need to
consider. I hate using this phrase, but we look at SwimSwam or Swimming
World. We all know ‘The Eight Ways to Jump Into the Pool’ is like going to be
the biggest hit article that they’ve got. But from my standpoint, I just want
to be able to educate people on the process so that it’s not so overwhelming. I want desperately to avoid situations where people making decisions
for the wrong reason.
It drives me nuts to see recruiting companies out there that charge parents
$1,200 or $3,000 for something that I can do for free. But, I do get that we
live in an era of convenience and this is overwhelming. Let’s hire somebody
else to do it for us.
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What are the things that you would like to see from our college coaches?
What are ways that we can help support high school and club swimming in
your area with your team?
Female Speaker 3: For me, I come from a small town with not a lot of yearround swimming. I have some swimming history that I am trying to cope
with them, not a lot of opportunity outside of high school so maybe recruiting 101?
Greg Earhart: Yeah.
Female Speaker 3: A timeline of what they need to be doing by their freshman year, what do they need to be engaged by their sophomore year, their
junior year. Something a little bit more basic than the NCAA guidebook
with all the really intense rules and stuff like that, a little bit more broad and
things like, ‘don’t forget to focus on this in your freshman year.’
Greg Earhart: I think that’s important because our recruiting rules seem to
be changing every month.

And right now, we have a huge opportunity when you think about it because we see high school participation dropping in most every sport. Less
to see in sports, but we’re seeing a huge drop in what? Football. Now, we
start thinking about where numbers are.
There are far more female swimmers than male swimmers. There’s 581
men’s team or 682 women’s teams. There’s 13,000 – 14,000 female swimmers; there are 9,500 male college swimmers.
We have high schools now, and maybe you got some of them, where there
are more men going out for the cheerleading team than are going out for
the football team. If their parents needed concussion rates in cheer, maybe
they would skip out on that, too. But I think it’s something that we, as a
sport, have an opportunity to capitalize on and we should.
We have the best of the best. I can show you that the average ACT score of
a college freshman swimmer is almost four points higher than their typical
freshman and that’s across the board, except at a Harvard where everybody
gets perfect ACT. If you had a mid-level school, swimmers are this much better. If you have a high-level school, swimmers again are this much better.

Female Speaker 3: Yeah.
Greg Earhart: Well, I am supposed to know the stuff and I certainly don’t.
But that’s valuable. That is something that we have, in the coaches’ association, spoken about internally.
If you find opportunities where you would like us to have somebody come
in and speak to an LSC or to a symposium or something like that, reach out
to me and we can figure out a way to get somebody out there and help navigate that because at the end of the day – again, if we have strong college
programs, you have stronger high school and club programs. If we have
stronger high school and club programs, it makes it a lot easier for us to sell
institutions on keeping or adding swimming.

It carries over with graduation rates. It carries over in earnings. It carries
over in donations back to the university. It’s something that we need to
sell. That’s something that I do at the College Coaches Association every
single day.
If you have opportunities where we can come in and help you, by all
means, I’ll put my butt on a plane. All right, I appreciate your patience. I
hope I didn’t bore you. I hope you didn’t walk and say, “Oh, great, another advertisement that we got.” This is something that I am very passionate about. It’s why I do what I do on so many levels. Since I have started
this and since I have been involved in college, it’s something I have never
had a problem with spare time and something I devoted all my time too.
Thanks, again. n

There’s a very real chance that we can get a Division II, formerly national
championship men’s and women’s team back. Part of the reason we’re
able to do it is because we’re able to show that the state of California has
swimming and diving as the fastest growing sport in their state.
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Let’s Get Serious About $$$
All swim coaches need financial security.

For 30 years, the SwimAmerica program has been turning ASCA coaches’ passion
and expertise for swimming into financially secure careers. With a SwimAmerica
program you can proactively build your team memberships, while you build your own
financial security.
Every child needs to learn to swim, the market for swim lessons is always strong!
SwimAmerica is your income producing powerhouse.
Here Are Our Three Newest Features!
1. NEW Quick Start Call 800-356-2722 to launch your SwimAmerica
2. NEW On-Line training makes licensing with SwimAmerica convenient
3. NEW Train your instructor/coaches online, simple, fast,
targeted training.

Contact Us Today at 800-356-2722 You Can SwimAmerica in just 39 Days!

Powerfully Smooth

Since 1972 Sentry Pools has built thousands of
commercial and residential pools around the
world. Now, made with the finest craftsmanship
and attention to detail, Sentry brings you one
of the most unique swimming experiences
on the planet — the perfect flow pool. It’s
unparalleled drive system allows it to run at
slow trickle speeds and also as fast as the most
elite swimmer — all at an affordable price.

Unique design and operational features:

• Can be retrofitted into existing pools
• Perfect for swimming instruction
• Most advanced propulsion system in the world
• The ideal system for stroke analysis from beginner
to elite swimmers
• Economical and easy to install
• Variable flow speeds from a slow flow that provides
buoyancy to as fast as :40 per 100 yards
• Unparalleled engineering, materials, and construction
• Multiple models and sizes to choose from
• Customizable

www.sentrypool.com

Sentry

Vs

Competitor

24'' Walkway all around pool is standard

Construction does not allow for walkway unless
a deck is attached off of the structure

Wider current

Narrow current

Deep Current from waterline to the
bottom of the pool

Current depth 12'' from the waterline

Current flow lifts you for a more natural
swim and easy kick

Current flow forces swimmers to kick hard and
always look downward to stay on water surface

Water current is smooth at water surface
even at high speeds

Water current has three rolls at water surface and
swimmers must be between them to breath
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Eddie Reese
Carol Capitani

Greg Meehan
Glenn Mills

2019 World Clinic Videos
are now avaliable online!
The 2019 World Clinic Videos are being added to the website daily. Watch and
listen to talks from Greg Meehan, Carol Capitani, Glenn Mills, Eddie Reese and
many more excellent Coaches!!
All videos count as continuing education credits toward
your ASCA Certification.

swimmingcoach.org/product-category/online_education/

5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 • (954) 563-4930 • (800) 356-2722 • swimmingcoach.org

Why Most Coaches Will Never
Be Successful
Liz Huber

Words of truth for life, career, business & leadership coaches

Building a coaching business is no easy task. In fact, when I quit
my job to become a life & business coach, I realized it was
nothing like I had ever done before.

I am not telling you this to impress you, I am telling you this
because I thought I knew a thing or two about building
a business.

I had come from a successful startup career, working with a
health-tech startup in Austria and a mobile commerce app in
South East Asia — both of them I had joined in early stages of
the business to work in C-level roles next to the CEO & Founder.
Both of them made it to a successful exit.

And still, I completely failed as a coach in my first year.
I made like $700 from coaching in 12 months. It was pretty
embarrassing.

Because of the nature of startups, I had experience in everything. I had run Facebook ads with a budget of $50k per month,
I had been closely involved in $1M+ funding rounds, ran entire
operations and even was interim CFO at some point. And
because of my extensive experience, I constantly had people
ask me for consulting services.

I turned it around though (I wrote more about how I eventually
went from $0 to $6k per month).
But I know everything I did in that first year is the reason I was
not successful as a coach. And most coaches will never be.
In fact, research shows that 63% of life coaches make between
$11,000 and $40,499 per year in the US (the national average
salary is $72,919 a year). All while the top coaches in the industry
earn $100k and beyond.

Here they are, the 5 major reasons why most coaches will
never build a thriving practice:
1. They Waste Their Time With Irrelevant Tasks
In my first year as a coach, I was extremely busy doing all the
things. I was doing everything except for coaching clients.
I spent hours creating a website, then relaunching it.
I spent weeks getting additional training that looking back, I
didn’t need.
But most of all, my days were extremely busy being active on

ALL social media platforms. I was on Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin, Quora, Medium and Facebook.
All while declining opportunities to coach people for free and
never talking to anyone in my target audience. I thought doing
calls was a waste of time and I had way better things to do
— like take photos for my Instagram profile that show what a
professional coach I am.
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But the truth is, most of the things you think are a waste of your
time as a coach, are exactly the things you should be doing.
If you do take every opportunity to coach for free (even if you
know it won’t turn into a client), you build up your confidence
and become a better coach. On top, you’ll learn what your
target audience really wants and needs from you. That helps
you to create attractive offers and write effective sales copy.
Moreover, it simply does not matter how great your website is
or that you post daily on all social platforms. What really
matters is that you create a sales funnel that brings in
consistent leads.
Here is how that looks like:
1. Attract: You need a way to get the attention of your target
group and consistently attract new people.
2. Engage: You need a way to then get into a conversation with
these people.
3. Invite: Ultimately, you need to invite suitable prospects for a
first free session with you.
4. Serve: No coaching client was ever acquired outside of a
conversation — you need to give them the coaching
experience first before you can sell them (more on that later).
Now, 80% of my leads come from people reading my Medium
articles (Attract). I then get them on my email list by offering
a freebie (Engage). Once they are on my list, I will serve them
more free value with my weekly digest (Engage) and ultimately
invite them for a first free coaching session (Invite and Serve).
Most of my clients have never even seen my full website
because I lead them to a simple sales page and from there to a
Typeform coaching call application.
I know other coaches who work their network to get clients and
again others who speak for free and then offer their services
after the speech. Social media works too — but not if you try
to do everything. Focus on one platform and share consistent
value with your audience.
The only thing that matters in your coaching business is how many
people you can attract, engage, invite and serve. Everything else is
unnecessary fluff.

2. They Don’t Serve First
Coaching cannot be explained, it needs to be tried out. It’s not
a product, it’s an experience.
That’s why it’s crucial that you always powerfully serve your
prospect first before you ask for the sale. The easiest way to do
this is to treat your free consultation like a normal coaching session. Show them what you got! Create a few breakthroughs for
your prospect. Make it all about them. If you follow this strategy, the only thing you need to do at the end of the session is:
“Would you like to do this more often?”.
One of the biggest mistakes you can make is scheduling taster

sessions back to back, in 30 min timeslots. Why? Because you
never know how long it will take to create a transformation for
your client in the first session and overcome all their objections
— and the last thing you want is being super close to a YES but
having to jump on another call. That’s all your efforts gone to
waste right there and then.
I like to schedule my taster sessions on the days I don’t have
regular coaching clients. This allows me to spend as much time
as needed with my prospects. Sometimes, I close a client in 30
min. Sometimes, it takes me an hour to really get deep with
them and create a transformation and another hour to answer
all their questions and objections to the coaching program.
A friend of mine even books a fancy hotel room and meets his
clients in person for 2–3 hrs. He aims to solve as many problems as he can for them during this time. He has a closing rate
of 90%. There are a couple of reasons for that: First, he cares
and actually serves them powerfully. This leaves them wanting more. Secondly, since he is making such a big effort, his
prospects feel they can’t say NO in the end because he already
spent so much time with them (of course the taster session
comes with no strings attached but psychologically it works
differently). As a beginner coach, you might make the mistake of thinking of this as a “waste of your time”. But see it this
way: Meeting one client for 2 hrs and selling them with a 90%
chance is worth more than doing 5x 30 min calls and only closing one of them!

3. They Let Fear Hold Them Back
Building a successful coaching practice is not for the fainthearted. It requires you to step out of your comfort zone. Every
single day.
Which makes sense — because after all, your clients want to
work with someone who does extraordinary things in their own
life, too.
But most coaches are too afraid to do the things they need to
do to be successful.
They are too afraid to get deep with their clients because they
are terrified of not knowing what to do when their clients get
emotional or tell them how they really feel, deep down. That’s
why they never ask the powerful questions that create true
transformation for their clients. That’s why their coaching sessions are good, but not great. And that’s why they constantly
get so close to signing a new client, but then don’t.
They are too afraid to hear the truth in their sales calls and
thus hang up when their prospects say “This was great, I am
definitely interested in working with you. Can you send me the
options via email and I will get back to you?”. The chances that
that sale is lost is around 95%. Successful coaches, on the other
hand, know they need to keep their prospects on the line until
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they have a clear commitment from them. They don’t let their
prospects take the easy way out by switching the conversation
to email. They are not afraid to face all their objections because
they know that objections are either misunderstandings or just
fear talking. And they are not afraid to face the fear together
with their client. They stay on the line with them until they have
a “HELL YES” or a clear “NO”. Trust me, it’s better to get a clear
“NO” than wasting your time following up with prospects via
email, prospects that are already dead leads.

4. They Don’t Work on Their Mindset
Want to know a secret? You can charge whatever you want for
your coaching— as long as you 100% believe that your services
are worth that much.
But most coaches never do the inner work that’s required to
succeed. Their limiting beliefs and self-doubts keep nagging at
them — and their prospects can feel it.
That’s why are stuck selling single sessions at $100 per hour,
struggle to attract and convert high-ticket clients and constantly find themselves close to a burnout.
Successful coaches know that it’s not about their hourly rate.
They know it’s all about results. And they know that the results
that they are getting their clients are worth their premium pricing. Not just because they do great work, but also because they
undoubtedly believe in themselves.
Successful coaches work harder on their mindset than anything
else. They get real with themselves about their self-doubts and
work diligently on eliminating every single limiting belief. They
have powerful rituals to keep them on top of their game every
day — some start their morning with a powerful meditation
including visualizations and affirmations and others get their
confidence boost from their daily runs.
And that’s why they sell high-end programs to premium clients
so they can make $100k or more per year with only a small
number of clients.

5. They Don’t Invest In Themselves
Most coaches take the DIY-route to build their business. They
attend free webinars, read books and listen to podcasts in an
effort to figure out how to get more clients.
They tell themselves they “can’t afford” to invest in hiring their
own coach, joining high-level mastermind groups or taking a
$2,000 course to refine their sales skills. They tell themselves
they will figure it out.
Thinking they can do it alone is a terribly naive mistake, but
what’s even worse is that they expect their clients to invest in
themselves by signing up to their expensive coaching programs — but they don’t make similar investments in their own
business.

It took me a year to realize that I needed to hire my own coach.
But once I did, I went from $0 to $6k within two months. I invested $1,800 in a 3-month program with a performance coach
who was a master at sales. In total, I made $15k as a result of my
investment. I made my money back 8 times!
Investing in yourself always pays off.
But most coaches don’t see that. They expect to close the big
clients while playing small themselves.
They expect their clients to take the leap, yet they don’t take
any risks themselves.
Most coaches play not to lose, successful coaches play to win.
In a Nutshell:
Research shows that most coaches earn way below the national
average salary. That’s because most coaches make these fatal
mistakes:
• They waste their time with irrelevant tasks like relaunching
their website and being active on all social media platforms
and thus forget that it’s only about one thing: creating an effective sales funnel that attracts, engages, invites and serves their
prospects. Successful coaches know it’s about focusing on a
small number of activities that will get them results.
• They don’t serve their prospects first. They are afraid of wasting their coaching for free when that’s the very thing that will
actually allow them to sell their services. Successful coaches
know that coaching is not a product, but an experience. Thus,
they take the time to serve their prospects as powerfully as
they can in their first free session.
• They let fear hold them back from going deep with their
clients and asking them about their objections. Thus, they fail
to create real breakthroughs for their clients and walk with
them to take the leap to a better tomorrow. Successful coaches
are able to walk into uncomfortable situations and breathe
through them, even when it makes them feel inadequate or
unsure of what to do. That’s how they create true connection
with their clients.
• They don’t work on their mindset and thus let limiting beliefs
and self-doubt derail their efforts. Successful coaches work
hardest on themselves to gain the necessary confidence to sell
premium coaching packages to high-end clients.
• They don’t invest in themselves because they think they can’t
afford it. Successful coaches know that investing in themselves
always pays off. They hold themselves to the same standards
as their clients. They push themselves and their clients to play
big! n
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by Theodore Kinni

Peter Drucker’s favorite leadership writer

As leadership memoirs go, the lessons and life-and-death stakes in Anabasis by Xenophon are hard to beat.

Peter Drucker, the Austrian-American business author and consultant who defined management in
the second half of the 20th century, wrote 39 books. Oddly, the word leadership doesn’t appear in
any of their titles. In 1954, in his landmark The Practice of Management, Drucker suggested why:
“The first systematic book on leadership: the Kyropaidaia of Xenophon — himself no mean leader
of men — is still the best book on the subject.”
Kyropaidaia, or Cyropaedia, is the biography of Cyrus
the Great, who used military conquest and enlightened
governance to create the first Persian Empire around
540 BC. Xenophon the Athenian wrote the bio nearly
200 years later, and it became part of the leadership
syllabus for centuries: In his 2001 book, Xenophon’s
Prince: Republic and Empire in the Cyropaedia, Christopher Nadon, a professor at Claremont McKenna College (part of a consortium that includes the Drucker
School of Management), writes that Alexander the
Great and Julius Caesar read Kyropaedia and it was a
strong influence on Machiavelli’s The Prince. Thomas
Jefferson had two copies in his library.
So what do we know about Xenophon? Drucker’s

description of him as “no mean leader” might be based
on Xenophon’s own memoir. Titled Anabasis, it’s the
story of a misbegotten military expedition, the emergence of a reluctant but talented leader, and a strategic,
fighting retreat that saved an army of 10,000 mercenaries stranded deep in enemy territory.
Before he became a writer, Xenophon was embedded in this army, known as “the Ten Thousand.”
Around 400 BC, Cyrus the Younger, a distant royal
relation of Cyrus the Great, recruited the force as
part of a military expedition. Cyrus was generous with
favors and promises, but he didn’t bother to mention that his true purpose was to depose his brother,
Artaxerxes II, who had inherited Persia’s throne.
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Cyrus was killed in the first battle against Artaxerxes.
The war lost, a group of generals and captains from the
Ten Thousand tried to negotiate safe passage home —
and they were betrayed by allies and slain. Thus, the
Greek mercenaries found themselves leaderless and
without provisions. “Separated from Hellas by more
than a thousand miles, they had not even a guide to
point the way,” reported Xenophon, who wrote Anabasis in the third person. “Impassable rivers lay athwart
their homeward route, and hemmed them in. Betrayed
even by the Asiatics, at whose side they had marched
with Cyrus to the attack, they were left in isolation.”
One reason Drucker avoided taking on leadership headon was that he believed it was a matter of natural aptitude
and ingrained attitude. “Leadership is of the utmost importance. Indeed there is no substitute for it,” he wrote
in The Practice of Management. “But leadership cannot
be created or promoted. It cannot be taught or learned.”
It appears that Xenophon had the aptitude and attitude
for leadership. “What am I waiting for? A general to
undertake the work, and from what city?” he thought,
as the Ten Thousand idled, directionless. “Am I waiting till I am older myself and of riper age? Older I shall
never be, if today I betray myself to my enemies.” And
so, he decided to step up and offer his analysis of their
dilemma.
Xenophon reminded the troops that Artaxerxes ordered his brother’s head and hand severed and nailed
to a cross, and suggested that they “who have not even
the tie of blood in our favor” should expect worse.
“There is no question but our business is to avoid by all
means getting into his clutches,” he said.

There is a thread of humble
leadership that runs
through Xenophon’s
Anabasis.
He urged the officers to act as models for the troops.
“The soldiers outside have their eyes fixed upon you,”
said Xenophon. “If they think you are fainthearted, they
will turn cowards; but if you show them that you are
making your own preparations to attack the enemy,
and setting an example to the rest — follow you, be
assured they will: imitate you they will.”

At dawn the next day, with the officer around him, Xenophon, in full battle regalia, addressed the Ten Thousand. He told the soldiers that the gods were with
them, pointed out the challenges ahead, and explained
that they could and would meet them. “No river is impassable throughout,” he said. “Whatever di!culties it
may present at some distance from its source, you need
only make your way up to the
springhead, and there you may cross it without wetting
more than your ankles.”
Xenophon laid out his plan: to burn the wagons and
tents, dump everything except their weapons, food,
and drink, and march home together. “If anyone has
any better plan, we need not adopt mine,” he said. A
vote was called, and every soldier agreed to adopt and
follow it.
The rest of Anabasis holds similar lessons for leaders
undertaking major change efforts, such as corporate
transformations. Xenophon describes the specific talents and tools needed to protect the army on its long
march and how they were obtained. He details the negotiations needed to obtain safe passage through the
various kingdoms of Persia and the fighting tactics used
to minimize his army’s losses and keep moving forward
when negotiations failed or were not an option.
Throughout Anabasis, there is a thread of humble
leadership — to borrow a term from Edgar and
Peter Schein. Xenophon suggests ideas; he doesn’t dictate. He asks for better ideas than his own; he doesn’t
assume his are best. And on several occasions, when
he feels strongly that the army is moving in the wrong
direction, Xenophon offers to step down and yield the
role of leader to others.
Peter Drucker writes that “three thousand years
of study, exhortation, injunction and advice do not
seem to have increased the supply of leaders to any
appreciable extent nor enabled people to learn how to
become leaders.” But given that he recommended
reading Xenophon (and the Epistles of St. Paul, too),
I’m not sure he actually believed that you can’t teach
yourself how to be a better leader. n
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